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AJ - Bangalore 

My wife has filed a charge sheet against me and my family members citing dowry harassment. We have completed 8 years of marriage and we have a 
male kid (7). After our marriage she had stayed with me in Bangalore for 5 years. For the past 3 years, she is working in pune, in a good job. Her 
parents stay in Delhi. She has always hated me from the beginning.. (it was an arranged marriage) and the last 8 years have been hell for me but I 
suffered in silence for the sake of my kid. My kid has stayed with me throughout except for last year when she forcibly took him and went. Now I 
brought him back and he has been staying with us for the past few months. I have told her that I will not send him back. Since then, she and her family 
have been threatening me that if I don't give back my kid to them I would have to face "consequences". Then, 3 policemen from Delhi came to our 
house with handcuffs and tickets to take us all to Delhi. Luckily I was not at home during that time. They waited till the night and then went away. Since 
then we are staying in a place which she doesn't know. We are trying to get Anticipatory bail. She is doing this inorder to make us give her my kid. She 
is an arrogant woman and she has always ill treated everybody including my son. He is scared of her and does not want to go back to her. She is doing 
this to shame us publicly so that we would give up my kid inorder to avoid further harassment. But I am determined to fight to the last. She cannot take 
my son away from me. It is not conducive to his welfare and wellbeing. I have the following questions:- 1)Can she file false dowry case even after 
completing 8 years of marriage and a 7 year old kid? 2)Can she file it in Delhi even though she is staying in pune and I am staying in B'lore? 3)Is there 
anything else that we can do other than applying for AB 4) How to stop her from harassing us again. 
Thanks in advance 
AJ - Bangalore

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Tuesday, October 04, 2005 0 comments  

Kailash Joshi - Dehradun 

Sir  
My younger brother left home with her lover he married six month before. we are teaking full responsbilities of his wife we also publish in the news 
paper that we have no relation with our brother and the legaly his wife is the owner of his share . but his wifes realatives told us that they file dowery 
case against us .please advise me can they do this or not what can we do for our saftey. 
thanking you

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Tuesday, October 04, 2005 2 comments  

Sunday, October 02, 2005

Rakesh Dhir - Jalandhar 

I had submitted all medical proofs of my wife being treated for psychosis before marriage and the treatment she had been undergoing for the last 13 
years since her marriage. Moreover, I had requested the police to record the statement of my son (12 yrs. old) which would prove how she was 
assaulting us daily. I had also submitted a photograph of her assaulting us. Still, the police while noting that she had made allegations of mistreatment 
without submitting any proof registered a FIR u/s 498A. They arrested me at 11 PM and my son remained alone in our house for 2 days until my sister 
arrived from Delhi. The police produced me before the magisterate the next day and got a police remand for one day. I was put in the police lockup with 
petty criminals and pressurised to take my wife back. Next day they demanded further police remand but I was sent to judicial custody. After spending 
one night in jail amongst hardened criminals i was granted bail. Its against the rules of natural juriprudence and the provisions of our constitution to 
deprive a person of his liberty without the due processs of law. I would suggest the we should open branches of PSS all over the country where free 
legal and other aid should be provided by charging a nominal fees to meet the expenses.

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, October 02, 2005 1 comments  

Wednesday, September 28, 2005

Anand singh - Kanpur 

False FIR was lodged after 6 month of leaving her in-laws house.Police gave Final Report that no crime was commited.Lower court took congnizance 
on protest petition filled by her but stayed by High Court allahabad.what Further legal recorse are available?

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 
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Tuesday, September 27, 2005

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 
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Sanjeev Kumar Saharanpur U.P 

She files a false (100%) 498A case against us. 
We obtained Stay on Arrest from Allahabad High Court till Inspecting Officer (IO) submits the report to Court.
IO has conducted the investigation and he is well aware that the case is totally false. Now we do not know what report he will be submitting. Either he 
will submit FR (Final report - saying the case is false or will make it a chargesheet).
What should we do now?
__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Tuesday, September 27, 2005 0 comments  

Joginder Singh 

My wife has booked me in the charges under in false dowery case. I don't know what to do. I am in death like situation.

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 
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Monday, September 26, 2005

J Sivakumar - Madurai 

This is Sivakumar, who is facing problems with my wife and inlaws by rapidly going to police station and complaining and withdrawing for past 5 years, i 
have issued 2 times divorce notice.But they quited and made FIR by his Police influence and her last daughter is laywer misguiding my wife . My inlaw 
who worked in CBI making Blackmails to my family members by using harsh words and speaking about " Dowry harrassment" to my family members. 
Now still i am running my family on Black mail grounds and mental cruelty. i have already lost my singapore opportunity due to inlaw tortures and my 
career. Now i cannot able to concentrate on my career and already we lost money in taking Anticipatory Bail and court expenses to nearly 2.5 lakhs(all 
my father retirement money) .Still i am living with my " evil " wife who creates problem anytime under the instructions of his father Retired Police official 
and his sister lawyer at Chennai High court. Please give me suggestions and solve my problem and free from mental cruelty by those people.
__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, September 26, 2005 1 comments  

Dr. Raj - Hyderabad 

That woman has screwed up the happiness and my family's status...... we hail frm a very good family and still we had to face it..... right now my bro(A-1) 
has come frm states and gone back after havin 205 order issued in favor of him.... but we hav been tryin to get these advocates to work for the truth....  
but i think they're all mingled up within themselves ..... plz advise on furhter course... and i wud like to take part in these activities as much as i can 
with regards 
thanks 
Dr Raj
__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, September 26, 2005 1 comments  

Striver - Delhi 

There should be amendmend in this IPC act. Now onwards Coming year I want to get married. After this I have to think about marriage. 
Now I lost my faith in Indian judicial system. Once I left this counrty I'll never come back which i loved very much. But I think this place is full of 
corruption and bias. Any person like me who hates dowry (it's a bhik )and honestly wants to live life can trust law. Now I think marrying in this county is 
stupid thing until these laws exist in this counrty.
__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, September 26, 2005 0 comments  

Saturday, September 24, 2005

Easy Divorce for Indian Women for FREE 

http://pub10.bravenet.com/forum/850828401/fetch/683283/
 
To all indian Women, 
ASK ME, How to get it. 
 
Those who wanted easy Divorce, 
Plus Huge sum of money, 
Alimony, 
ChildCustody; and many more. 
 
 
No need to run after some lawyer and pay him money, government lawyer will work for you for Free. 
 
No need to attend court dates,if your husband is not present for one date,he will get his bail cancelled and get arrest warrant. 
 
if you want to take revenge on your mother in law or sister in law,by sending them to jail, you can do it easily. 
 
You can get Child, plus child support without any hassle. 
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ASK me how. for FREE 
and its 100% legal.and government sponsored. 
 
Ask me, how to terrorism, husband and his whole family. 
Ask me, how to land all your husband family in jail without and much struggle.still make them pay as much as you want. 
 
If your husband family foundout your infidelity, don`t worry,we know how to fix it. 
 
We have many international organisation,fight for your struggle to get Divorce, For FREE. 
 
if you want to send mother in law to jail,non bailable for asking you to clean your own dish or cloths. 
 
you can bring home your boyfriend, and no one will say anything,Even you can ask your husband to sleep side. 
 
you can come home late after party or spending time with your Boyfriend,and make your husband awake till you come home. 
 
you can make him,cook for you. 
 
 
This facility only Avaialble for indian women ONLY 
 
 
Sponsored by Indian government. 
 
 
it happens only only in india. 
 
post comments if anyone want to know about this Governments free service. 
 
 
STRICKTLY FOR INDIAN WOMEN ONLY.
 
 

 
 

 
 

Click to join SIF-hope4men 
 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Saturday, September 24, 2005 2 comments  

Raj - Chennai 

The wife wanted luxurious life and earning 4 times more than the husband wants to get rid of him, so filed a false complaint and demanding hefty amount. Can i please get, how one proves this case, as no material evidence is there but only false oral witnesses
 
 
 
 

 
 

Click to join SIF-hope4men 
 

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Saturday, September 24, 2005 1 comments  

Kumar - Singapore 

my wife and her lawyer are threatening me that they will book case under section 498a if i dont pay her up huge money and also sign on divorce by mutual consent. i dnt know what to do. i hv received the notice from them last week. please do help me as to what 
next step i should take to protect myself and my family. i hail from a orthodox brahmin family and i dont deserve this harassment from my wife and her lawyers. how do i protect myself against this allegations.

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Saturday, September 24, 2005 0 comments  

Wednesday, September 21, 2005

P.Madhav Sharma - Delhi 

All my relatives has been falesely implicated by my wife ,who belongs to family having criminal background.
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Click to join SIF-hope4men 
 

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Wednesday, September 21, 2005 0 comments  

Sunday, September 18, 2005

Ashish - Bombay 

Myself and my whole family members are victims of this Law.

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 1 comments  

Jayesh Gunani - Dubai 

I am elder brother of victim who is in Dubai and part of family who are victims of misuse of 498A in Nagpur, Maharashtra. Recently it is registered against family. For past 6 months we are passing through hell like anything. I really really don't have words to explain. 
Please Please I need help in this regard. Please correspond to jgunani@hotmail.com I need help.

__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 

Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 0 comments  

Ganesh Singh - Chandigarh 

SIR, 
I HAD A LOVE MARRIAGE WITH COUSIN BROTHER'S SISTER IN LAW. WE WERE KNOWN TO EACH OTHER SINCE MARRIAGE OF COUSIN BROTHER IN 1992 AND OUR MARRIAGE WAS HELD ON 11 MAR 2001. 

WE LIVED VERY HAPPILY FOR SOME TIME. I DID EVERY THING  FOR MY HAPPY MARITAL LIFE, BUT MY WIFE ON INFLUENCE OF HER PARENTS, SISTER AND BROTHER IN LAW( MY COUSIN BROTHER) STARTED THREAT TO KILL ME AND 
INSURANCE MONEY ( I AM  AN AIR FORCE EMPLOYEE) AND TO FLEE AWAY, FOR SUICIDE AND OTHER DIRE CONSEQUNCES. 

IN JU8N 2004 PROPERTY DEVIDED BETWEEN AND MY COUSIN(EARLIAR WE LIVED AS JOINT FAMILY) AND ANOTHER TORTURE STARTED TO ME AND MYU FAMILY MEMBERS. MY WIFE JOINED WITH THEM. ON 24 AUG 2005 WHEN I WAS AT 
MYPARENTAL HOME ON LEAVE, I WAS ATTACKED BY BY WIFE,HER COUSIN BROTHER AND THREE OTHER PEOPLE AND WAS VERY BADFLY ASSAULTED. 

ON 25 AUG 2005 MY PARENTS WERE ATTACKED, THEY FLED FROM HOME AND EVERY THING WAS LOOTED FROM MY HOUSE. POLICE REFUSED TO FILE FIR. 
I GOT DISCHAGED FROM HOSPITAL TWO DAYS BACK AND HEARD TODAY REGARDING REGARDING DOWRY CASE BY IN LAWS AGAINST ABOVE SAID PEOPLE. 

MY PARENTAL ADDRESS IS: 
VILL PANJWAR 
PO PANJWAR 

POLICE STATION RAGHUNATHPUR  
DISTT SIWAN BIHAR  

PIN  841509 
MY FATHER IN LAW IS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF A CRIMINAL GANG OPERATING IN HIS AREA AND HE CAN GET IT DONE WHATEVER HE WANTS. DUE TO LIFE THREATS MY PARENTS ARE THEIR WITH ME .

__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 

Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 1 comments  

S D Grover - Amritsar 

threat of false 498a,though it has not been filed yet so how to safeguard . HELP

__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 

Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 0 comments  

Naga Suprasidh Gopireddy 

After 3 1/2 years of marriage and constant suspicion of me having an "emotional affair" with a friend who live in india when I live in the US ( atlanta ). This added by the fact that she wanted me to invest in her dad's failing business and help in setting up a business 
for her elder brother in large sums of money, my denial of the above , my wife Namratha Annapareddy d/o Annapareddy Hanimi reddy ( a powerful and policatically connected man ) have registered a false complaint of dowry harrasment against me and my family 

with the sheer purpose of extorting money from my family. This was clearly stated by her dad's brother Mr. Sai reddy a retired DSP from the Andhra predesh, who has been going around with a few cops threatenning women folk in my family and freinds. Please 
adive what my next steps should be and how I can prevent this harrasment by the cops.  

  The inlaws are calling me on  a daily basis and harrassing anyone and everyone whos related to me , and they are shamelessly mentioning to us that the sole purpose is to extor money and torture our family 'cos I didnt give in to their demands. how do I get this 
into public attention. My best bet is go to the papers with this and get them out in the public with names and photographs. Please suggest how I should proceed.

Regards -- Suprasidh.
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Kshitiz Gaur - Ajmer 

First FIR was lodged  in Ahemdabad {gujrat}on 23-07-2005 u/s 498 A, 323, 506 IPC against me;

Second FIR was lodged at Udaipur {rajasthan} u/s 498A, 406 IPC on 06-08-2005 against myself, my parents and my brother

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 0 comments  

Suresh K - Bangalore 

 
I`m a victim of 498a.

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 0 comments  

TINU 

i wann to be a member of ur organization i came to know abt this organization  i have problem n i wann to take ur advice  plz help 

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 0 comments  

VARUN 

I WAS IN AMERICA AND BLESSED WITH A SON OF 6 MONTHS AT THAT TIME.  THE ORDEAL STARTED WHEN HER PARENTS AGAIN AND AGAIN PRESSING MY WIFE TO SEND MONEY AND TAKE HIS SON TO AMERICA. AS I AM NOT AGREEING.

SHE LEFT ME WITH MY SON AND CAME TO INDIA AND THEN SHE WENT TO HER PARENTAL HOUSE DIRECTLY FROM AIRPORT AND LODGED THE COMPLAINT UNDER 489A AND ALSO FROM  
FATHER AND MOTHER RS. 25.00 LACS.

HER BROTHER, FATHER AND ALSO TRY TO PICK-UP MY FATHER FROM MY HOUSE IN DELHI WITH THE HELP OF PUNJAB POLICE AND TAKE HIM TO PUNJAB WITHOUT INFORMING THE LOCAL POLICE STATION OF DELHI. MY BROTHER AND 
HIS WIFE RUN FROM THE HOUSE WITH THE HELP OF LOCAL PEOPLE AND DIAL 100 AND LOCAL POLICE STATIONIMMEDIATELY THE DELHI POLICE CAME AND PUNJAB POLICE LEFT THE SPOT AND THEY TOLD DELHI POLICE THEY HAVE 

COME TO GIVE ME THE SUMMONS.

THE PUNJAB POLICE LEFT WITHOUT PICKING MY FATHER DUE TO  
DELHI POLICE.  THEN MY FATHER WAS THREATENED IF HE COMES TO PUNJAB AT HOSPHIARPUR HE WILL BE KINAPPED. MY FATHER WITH THE HELP OF PEOPLE TRY TO CONTACT THE PUNJAB POLICE THEYINFORMED THAT THE CASE 

IS NOT REGISTERED SO THEY WILL NOT ACT.

MY WIFE THEN MADE COMPLAINT IN THE WOMEN CELL AT DELHI UNDER 489A AGAINST MY BROTHERS TWO, BHABIS TWO MY MOTHER ANDMY FATHER. THEY TRY TO SEND SUMMONS TO ALL AND TRY TO PICK UP MY BROTHER WITH 
THE HELP OF POLICE BY BRIBING THEM.

THE PROBE STARTED SHE USE TO GIVE THREATNING CALLS TO MY FAMILY AND ME AND ALSO SEND LETTERS THAT I AM GOING TO KILL THE CHILD. I USE TO SEND MONEY FOR CHILD MAINTENANCE.

THEY DEMAND MONEY FOR SETTLEMENT. FINALLY THE CASE IS RGISTERED IN WOMEN CELL. THE PROBE STARTED THEY USE TO HARASS BY FATHER AND MOTHER AND BROTHERS ON BAIL DAYS.   FINALLY WITH GREAT DIFFICULTY 
THE BAIL IS GRANTED TO OUR FAMILY.

MY FATHER DIED DUE TO GREAT HARASSEMENT GIVEN BY MY EX-WIFE.

I HAVE TAKEN DIVORCE FROM THE COURT BECAUSE SHE IS NOT RETURNING BACK.

NOW I AM IN INDIA THE COURT CASE IS GOING ON.  SHE HAS MARRIED TO RICH MAN OF NORWAY SHE HAS LEFT AND GONE TO NORWAY.  BUT MY FAMILY IS FACING ORDEAL AT HER HANDS AND HER MOTHER HANDS.  HER MOTHER 
CAME TO COURT AND ALWAYS TRY TO HARASS US ON ONE PERTEXT OR ANOTHER.

SIR, WANT CAN I DO :

1. WHEN EX-WIFE IS MARRIED AND SHE HAS LEFT INDIA BUT THE COURT CASE IS STILL GOING ON.

2. HER MOTHER IS DEMANDING RS. 15.00 FOR SETTLEMENT OF THE CASE. 

3. THE THREATNING BEHAVIOUR OF HER MOTHER.

SIR, PL. HELP

VARUN 

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, September 18, 2005 0 comments  

Murali 

I got married a year ago, my wife  wants me to stay in her parents place.Before marriage my wifes parents came and fought with me for silly reason, when i spoke to her jovially.After, that they came and they forced my parents to get married.After, getting married 
in more than a year she might have stayed in my house only for 20 to 25 days.  

I'm scared where they might file dowry case against me and my parents (my mother is a patient). 
can  u give me some suggestion? 

She is rich and her father is a goverment officer. Now she is not talking to me and not coming. 
Can I know, is it legal right for wife to stay in husband's place or it is her wish to stay anywhere. 

Yahoo! for Good 
Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort. 
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Wednesday, August 24, 2005

MUKTA KAPUR 

Name MUKTA KAPUR  

This arrogant daugher-inlaw with almost no proofs made a fake Sec-498a  
complaint, cried with commissioner of Delhi police police and almost  

made innocent parents inlaw residing seperately in tamilnadu sick and  
hospitalize.  

After 3 years abroad , and after making enough with her husband, bcos  
of some silly personal fight she went back to India and made a false  

complaint with the police having bribed handsomely they went to  
parentsinlaw arrested and hospitalise.  

This is the new trend of threatening blackmailing innocent husband and  
inlaws.  

Ask your nearest police station about IPC 498a and make instant cash  
today!!!  

MERA BHARAT MAHAAN  

THERE IS NO LAW TO PROTECT BOY'S OLD PARENTS, EVEN TOUGH THEY ARE  
LIVING  FAR AWAY.

 
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Wednesday, August 24, 2005 3 comments  

Ashok Kewalramani 

I WAS MARRIED IN MARCH 2004. MY WIFE IS FROM DELHI. IM WORKING IN DUBAI AND DELHI IS ALSO MY PERMANENT RESIDENCE. THINGS DIDNT WORK OUT. I SUGGESTED HER MUTUAL CONSENT DIVORCE BUT SHE REFUSED. NOW MY 
WIFE HAS FILED A FALSE DOWRY COMPLAINT THOUGH IVE NOT ACCEPTED 1 SINGLE PENNY FOR ME OR MY RELATIVES. THE FIR IS STILL NOT REGISTERED. THE POLICE HAS ASKED US TO INFORM WHAT ARTICLES OF JEWELLERY 

FROM HER SIDE AND STRIDHAN ARE WITH US. SOME ARTICLES SHE HAS ALREADY TAKEN AND SOME ARE WITH ME AND SOME LIES IN THE LIST. IM READY TO RETURN ALL OF HER JEWELLERY FROM HER SIDE. ABOUT STRIDHAN ,DO I 
HAVE TO CONFIRM TO POLICE NOW WHAT ARTICLES OF STRIDHAN ARE IN MY POSSESION OR CAN I AVOID THIS NOW , BECAUSE IM AFRAID AS SOON AS I CONFIRM THE LIST THEY WILL FILE THE FIR.  CAN THE POLICE FORCE ME TO 
GIVE THEM THE JEWELLERY AND STRIDHAN BEFORE THE MATTER GOES TO COURT ? WHAT R MY CHANCES OF PROVING MY INNOCENCE AND WHAT ALL PROOFS WILL BE REQUIRED IN THE COURT? HOW LONG THE MATTER MIGHT 

TAKE IN THE COURT ? SHOULD I TRY TO SETTLE OUT OF COURT TO CONVINCE THEM FOR MUTUAL CONSENT DIVORCE WITH SOME ALIMONY ? I WILL APPRECIATE IF YOU CAN REPLY MY ABOVE QUESTIONS AND ANY OTHER 
SUGGESTIONS.

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Wednesday, August 24, 2005 0 comments  

Tuesday, August 23, 2005

Rakesh 

1. Case in Women's cell filed by my wife in Chandigarh 
in early May 2005. 

2. Went for (so called) reconcilliation meetings on 20 
May, 03 June, 07 June, 28 June and finally 11 July (I 
couldn't attend and was forced to come on 12th July). 
3. Parents and brother got interim bail in mid-June. 

3. FIR was filed on 10 July evening (Sunday) and I saw 
it in newspaper on 12th July morning. So didn't attend 

the meeting in Women's Cell. 
4. Lawyer got the copy of FIR and surrendered to Court 
in Chandigarh on 13th July even though IO showed she 

went to Delhi to arrest me. I was taken into Judicial 
custody. 

5. IO came to court on 14th July and took me in Police 
Remand for 8 days since recovery of articles was to be 

done at 2 places - Bangalore, Delhi. 
6. Travelled to Bangalore and couldn't reach on 21st 

July to be presented to court. So, IO got police 
remand extended in Bhilwara (Rajasthan). 

7. Reached Chandigarh on 23rd. Bail application was 
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filed. Public Prosecutor said he wants to contest the 
bail but hasn't prepared the reply. So was in judicial 

custody over the weekend. 
8. Got regular bail on 25th July amid protests from 

in-laws side. 
9. Family's anticipatory bail came for hearing on 27th 

July. Judge mentioned that I understand your 
apprehension that my wife will go out of India with 
our US born daughter (Both me and wife are Indian 

citizens, no green card). With suggestions from 
lawyer, I finally decided to handover my daughter's US 

passport and visa on 4th Aug if that would help my 
family get bail. 

10. SSP ordered change of IO (In-laws are quite 
influential in Chandigarh). 

10. Family got anticipatory bail on 4th Aug again 
after various protests from IO and in-laws. Judge 
granted anticipatory leaving clause that IO can do 

investigation further, if required. 
11. Now, 29th Aug is fixed for parents and brother to 

appear in Women's Cell for regular bail. Came to know 
that IO is changed again. Not sure if this is a pro or 
a con. 2 Investigating Officers changed in 1 month.  

12. On 29th Aug, formal arrest will be done and family 
will be released on bail (I hope so, if all goes well 

- Not sure what can go wrong).  
13. Also, heard that in-laws plan to go to High Court 

for cancellation/reversal of bail orders for family 
and also influencing IO (2nd IO) to do so. Probably 
they got IO changed if this 2nd IO was not relenting. 

14. Any ideas if all will go well with the regular 
bail of the family. 

15. Is chargesheet filed on same day? What are the 
next steps before the trial starts? 

16. My own date for hearing is 23rd Sep. 
 

P.S. She lived with me for 3 months in Bangalore and 
left house on 16 Aug'04. 

 
Regards, 

 
Rakesh 

(Bangalore) 

Yahoo! Mail 
Stay connected, organized, and protected. Take the tour 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Tuesday, August 23, 2005 0 comments  

Monday, August 22, 2005

Helpline for Harassed Husbands and Families 

 

 
 

Is your wife harassing you? Is your wife abusing sisters, mothers and Old aged 
parents? Are you being abused by your Daughter In Law / Bhabhi? Has your wife 

Falsely Implicated you/your family in fabricated cases? 
 

Get Free Help Here and Raise Your Voice With Us
 

Harassed Men and Family Helpline: -
 

Pariwarik Suraksha Sanstha (Regd.)
http://www.pariwariksuraksha.org/

New Delhi: 011-51823055, 9810611534, 9911119113, 9312800559, 9818597141
Jaipur:  09352562456

Bangalore: 080-56969850
Email:  help@pariwariksuraksha.org, mail@pariwariksuraksha.org

Delhi Office: 8/21, Third Floor, (Near Birbal Park) Jangpura Extension, New Delhi - 14.
 

We are a group of thousands of Indians Engineers and Techies who have joined hands to fight against MISUSE 
of Laws by women. We have united to form this Non-Profit organization (Regd.) to fight for the noble cause. 

We are present across the globe known by different group names.
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Visit following to know more about us: -

 
http://www.pariwariksuraksha.org/ 

http://indiatalking.com/blog/MenCell/1266/ 
http://pariwariksuraksha.blogspot.com/ 
http://www.saveindianfamily.org/blogs/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misuse_of_498A 
http://pub10.bravenet.com/forum/850828401 

http://ncw.nic.in/your_views_display.asp 
http://misuseof498a.clawz.com/ 

http://dowry-law-misuse.tripod.com 
http://victims-of-law.blogspot.com   

http://www.jantaraj.com/rudy3107/defaultpet.asp?pid=424 

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 22, 2005 0 comments  

Sunday, August 21, 2005

Tarun Sadana 

Marriage is 15 years old. Two children aged 14 years and 11 years with me . My wife operated a joint locker and removed all the gold and family jewelry and shifted it to a locker soleley in her own name .Stated I threatened her with a knife in her office to secure 
divorce by mutual consent.Tresspassed into a hosue owned jointly by me and my mother by breaking the grill and removing the glass and ran away with valuables along with her father in my absence in the middle of the night.She is suffering from border line 

personality disorder and is taking psychotherapies since 1991. My objection her objectionable relationships
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  

http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Sunday, August 21, 2005 0 comments  

Tuesday, August 16, 2005

Satish Sharma 

Respected Sir,
                With due respect,i would like to bring to your kind notice the PLIGHT OF INDIAN MEN.yes,its about the men who 
are suffering at the hands of the females.in this day,when all the light is being focussed on the security and safety of women 

from the barbarious males on spree of raping and molesting the females,no one is bothered about a very small chunk of 
males who are being harassed by their wives and her family.there have been instances when the girl and her family have filed 
a false Dowry harassment case against her husband and his family members.take for instance the case of Major K S Gill and 
his family.as reported in The Times Of India 2 weeks back,the dowry harassment case against him and his family members 
by their daughter-in-law was found out to be seemingly motivated and eventful by Honorable Additional Sessions Judge,Shri 
Narottam Kaushal.i know this Major personally and also know how everything has been fabricated against him and his family.

this kind of cases are being filed too frequently now just to gain some or the other benefit.
                i wont be taking any names but one of my very close relatives is also undergoing the same trauma.he belongs to a 
very reputed family in a town of north and works in the armed forces.wont be telling you the force.he was married to a female 

from the same town 2 years back,and it was an arranged marriage.just few days after marriage,the girl started throwing 
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tantrums that she was married against her wishes and that she did not want to get married.after much pestering,she stopped 
throwing tantrums but she and her mother used to do create one or the other confusion in his family.he was most of the times 
on his posting as his job required it.this female and her mother took advantage of this and created all sorts of problems.later 
when she went with her husband to other posting,she started spreading rumors that her husband was involved with some 
other female,her in-laws have tortured her a lot and many more things which was not true.i know this because i have been 
witness to nearly all this.for past 1 month,she has been staying with her family because she doesn't want to stay with his 

family moreover,the guy and his family fear for their lives as she can stoop down to any level because they have seen her 
past actions.now her family is threatening the guy to keep her according to their wishes and many other conditions or else 

they will file for dowry harassment case.the biggest surprise of all this matter is that at any point of time,neither the guy nor his 
family members had or have demanded dowry.his family is much well to do with his father being a government officer,he 

himself a reputed person and his brother and sister well settled with their jobs.the girl's father had given a car and many other 
things in-spite of repeated requests that these things were not needed as they had everything.now the girl's father is 

threatening o take legal action.the options left with the guy are- 
1:he keeps the girl against his wishes with fear for his and his family members life

2:they go in for an out of court settlement,which could be exorbitant considering the fact that the girl and her family are very 
greedy

3:they go to jail.now considering the state of affairs and all the kind of law this is,they all will land in jail,and bail in this case is 
very difficult if not impossible.the onus lies on them to prove that they are not guilty.the girl and her family has no problem 

whatsoever with anything.
suppose out of pressure and force and to avoid all these court proceedings and our not so friendly police force,the guy keeps 
her with him and then one morning we come to know that he has been poisoned or he has committed suicide,then who is to 

blame for this???
                All our ministers and Women Welfare Organizations talk of upliftment of women but who is going to look into this 

matter?our judiciary and police are pro-female then where should these harassed people go?in today's date,all protection for 
women is required but who is to be blamed for all the misuse of such laws?women demand equal rights and they should have 
it but why this step-motherly treatment with guys when it comes to dowry or other false implications?not all dowry cases are 

true,not all in-laws demand dowry,not all in-laws are butchers and devils?they are also human beings then why such 
discrimination??

                I have written to you with the hope that this matter is brought to the light of people.
                I'll be highly obliged if you could forward this letter to concerned people,people in judiciary,women welfare 

organizations,esp Shrimati Brinda Karat and concerned ministries.
                I'll wait for a reply

 
 

Thanking you

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Tuesday, August 16, 2005 0 comments  

Monday, August 15, 2005

Vijay Goyal 

I am an Advocate BA LLM & Law Lecturer in Punjab University Regional centre but alas i have also been trapped in Misuse of 498A IPC. The institution of marriage is being ruined by misuse of this law and this do not take in consideration about human feelings as 
man is no robot and tend to feel angry and feel like taking revenge in a tide of anger but when one wakes up the both partners and both families find thay they have been harrased a lot. I feel both Hubby and wife must be given a second chance to reconsider and if 
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they still disagree they must get separated insted of making rounds of Courts. it will be in the larger interest of both Families. 
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  

http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Prashant.P.Kardekar 

Continuous harrassment to me and all my relatives by my wife and her relatives. Wife is very ruthless, short tempered, think irrationally, use abusive language, highly unrealistic demanding, dominating and behaves crucadely to me and my relatives. She threatens 
and always tries to take my control and harrasse us. Her relatives support her in every action against us despite her such attitude and behaviour. She says she does not like me and did not actually wanted to marry me. But due to pressure from her relatives she 

has continued with me inspite of my freedom to her. These six years she has made our life a hell and takes revenge on us inspite of doing every good for her. She conspires against us and black mail me for meeting her unjustified demands. Please help us.

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Ranjit 

After marriage, she stayed for 4 days. After that, she went to her parents (maika) by her father, brother and sisters came to take her there for the purpose of taking her B.A. final Year Exam. During her 4 days of stay she refused to perfom any marital relation. I 
visted her many times to take her to me but her parents refused and she supported. I also stayed there for a few days but they dint behave normally.  

I was married on 8.12.03 . I had filed a petition for restitution of conjugal rights after a long wait of 10 months. After being summoned from court, she filed a false dowry case against me, my parents, and sister- jijaji. 
Anticipatory bail of sister and jijaji was granted but, me and my parents were rejected from Adittional Session judge. 

I approached to High Court where we two were called by Honable judge. Wife agreed to join her marital home and judge had stayed the concerned case for 3 months. Honable judge has helped save my marriage. There months are going to complete. And my wife 
is living happily with me and me too. She has accepted that it was her father who had made her file this false dowry case. 

But, Now what should be done? Should she accept that She filed a false dowry case under 498a, 406, 3/4? I am afraid if  there is any punishment for this acceptance to her? Now we both want to get ride-of the legal process? what should we do ? pls help.
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  

http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

K Venu Mohan Rao 

a false case against me has been filed under section 498A IPc. I have been arrested on 4.8.2005 and relesed now. please suggest how to handle the case.
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  

http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Vijay prasad 
 

My self vijay Prasad I married to a Patna Based girl and without dowry because it was a close relationship from my Mother's side. i married to this girl just in the pressure of My Mother as I have the only brother of 5 sisters. I'm diploma Mech. from banglore and 
never stayed in Bihar. I"m staying in Delhi since last 10 years and before this I was in Banglore. I refused my girl friend to marry as, i didnot want to hurt my parents. Can you imagine I'm six feet tall with atheletic body and my wife is 4-1/2 feet small with exactly 

bihari features. I tried to adjust with her but could not because she is living with her parents since last five years as she cannot adjust with my parents , she canot wake up early in the morning .she cannot prepare too much food for all family members and also she 
feels more comfortable in patna as it is a very advance city than any other place in India etc. Her father proposed me to settle down at Patna with them which i refused and result my parents have been arrested in 498A in Buxar and I'm tring to look for anticipatory 

bail . as i'm here in Delhi. Also I lost my left eye in a serious eye accident on Diwali night of 2003. i was lying alone in the Guru nanak eye hospital and had to go to two major surgeries. But My wife didnot come to see me, when I needed her best. I filed divorce 
case in april 2004 and afterthat they filed 498A. Now as I just started my career again here in Delhi after that accident, I canot go to Patna to get arrested myself as I can loose my job here. Also whatever i earned before I spent that in my accident so I'm financial 

tight also. Can you tell me how court treat in Patna in 498A. also how can I know the status of my case. Please give me advice. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Kailash Podar 

Hi, 
My wife last year filed an false suite of 498A & 406, 125 against me & my family in Rajasthan. Our's was an internet mairrage where there was no dowry. I have got all the necessary proofs which to prove the case is false. As we stay in mumbai they are just 

harrassing us. Every month we have to travel to rajasthan. Is it possible to seek an early trial for the case so we can prove that all the allegations are false. 
Pls. advice me. If you have some one in mumbai/rajasthan who can guide us for the same, it will be really very nice. 

Thanks

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Ashima 

My brother has been falsely accused by his scheming wife and her mother for dowry.We are runnign from Pillar to post trying to resolve this but no luck so far.She had agreed to a settlement and we submitted the money in the court.Now that the money is 
deposited,she does not want to settle and is asking for a another huge lump sum amount to be given to her. 
I just feel helpless,am trying to find good defense counsel who can help us fight this case and expose her. 

Any help would be greatly appreciated from heart.
__________________________________________________ 
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Kirti agarwal 

sir my wife gives me thereats of sucide and misbehaves with every one and her father threats us for a dowary and 498a as all the jewellery and other goods which we have given and her family has given her is in her own locker as she is not living with us for more 
than last 13 months and she is at her parents home which is in haryana please advise 

__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 

Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Anil Kumar 

i am  a  real  victim  and facing a case  against  me and my family  in distt haridwar couert  which  is  far away from my work  place,now my in laws  is threatning to  me that you will  have  to  die

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Ivor 

wife caused torture 2 me 
she has a adultrus conduct fr last 4 years 

she filed a case on me taking an injunction order on my house 
still living with .me in the same home 

claims maintainance rs 50000 per month 
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Anita 

My brother has been harassed by her wife and recently she took all the gold and everything from his house and lodged a complaint and FIR with 498 A .. My parents are old and brother is really in soup as he has taken loans for house and car .. how to handle 
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Yoga 

Dear Sir/Madam,  
I subscribed to your yahoo recently and i was falsely accussed of 498a last year and no sign case hearing because me being an nri. I dont know what strategies we could take to help serve justice to us and releave my parents out of undue harassment from the 

officers and rest. If you have india phone number please email me and we could call you to get your opinions/helps. 
thanks a lot, 

yoga 
chennai

__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 

Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Haresh 

sir, 
Thanks for your organisation.

I am victim of misuse of dowry laws, just stayed 10 with pregnant bride for 10 days ( pregnancy not from me and not known at the time of marriage)
ended up with 5 cases  

1)I filed one case U/S 12(d) of hindu marriage act for null and void 
2)my wife filed U/S 498A and 3, 4 of DP act

3)her father filed U/S 506 ( i had anticipatory bail for 498A)
4)my wife filed U/S 125 for maintenance
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after nearly 2 years , we got compramised and decided to drop cases .
5) together filed U/S 13B and got divorced in the year 18-7-2003

But my wife and PP started giving trouble after divorce case still pending - at present at Argument stage.
PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF U WANT MORE DETAILS , MY MOBILE NO 98860-xxxxx

THANKING YOU

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Satish Jain 

God help my parents

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Jones 

Since my wedding my mother-in-law had been demanding me to provide their support for their family. I heeded to their request since i was a NRI and didnt want any problem back home. Recently my mother-in-law and wife demanded 25 lakhs from me and when i 
refused my wife took my kids and went to her mothers home and filed and legal noticer against me. I am totally baffled that a wife of 13 years can do such thing to me just for the sake of money.  

__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 

Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  
http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Dona Swamy 

Sir, 
My brother got married on 6th Nov,2004 for two months my sister-in-law was very nice to all of us in the family. Then she slowly started mentally harrassing my parents who are sick and also mentally harassed my brother and when her younger sis got married on 

10th Feb,05 she started behaving wierd and harrassed everyone in the house and being a school teacher as her timings were 9.30 a.m to 3.30p.m she never returned before 7.45, 8, 9, 10,11 p.m on this it led to arguments as my mother or brother when asked she 
used to not give any reason at the most she used to say is meetings. Her mother also backed her too much and on 8th April,05 her mother and brother came and took her away to her place with all her belongings and also went to beat my sick parents, argued a 

lot. Then my SIL and her mother after some days went to their native place in kerala for a month and never bothered to meet our church priest on appointment also she used to not come. Then she did visit when we dont call and 
 then after coming from Kerala she went and filed 498a against we all sisters in the family. We all are working for reputed organisations and parents are dependant and also other sisters are studying. She says she is stubborn and want to see us in prison. The 

inspectors are trying to bribe by saying u clear her demand as she is asking some 4/5 lakhs and close this matter we don't have any savings and struggling to live our life. We are just praying how can we get help please reply on this. My brother is the only son in 
our family and we are 6 sisters one elder sister is married and we 5 sisters are yet to get married. out of all 3 r studying. 

Please help us and advice.
Sincerely, 

Dona  
Mumbai

Yahoo! Mail for Mobile 
Take Yahoo! Mail with you! Check email on your mobile phone. 
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Swapnil.P.Kulkarni 

I address yourselves to current predicament as a result of improper actions and abuse/negligence of authority and position by police personnel of Pune with no regard or respect for law thus resulting in harassment, intimidation, threats and contravention of 
personal liberties and persons rights. On January 20th 2005, it came to my attention when the police came and arrested me & my sick mother whose both kidneys are failed & my sister who has two daughters of 3 yrs & 10 yrs of age that a false case is registered 

against me for dowry demands, I would like to state some facts regarding the case: 
FEW IMPORTANT POINTS WHICH I WANTED TO BRING TO YOUR KIND ATTENTION

1. WHY DOES PARENTS FORCE THEIR DAUGHTER’S IF THEY DON’T WANT TO GET MARRIED. IN SUCH CASES PARENTS SHOULD BE PUNISHED AS THEY ARE ACTING AGAINST THEIR DAUGHTERS WILL, WHY ME & MY FAMILY SUFFERING 
IN THIS. 

2. WHY IT IS LIKE THAT ONLY COMPLENT FROM WIFE IS TO BE REGISTERED IN POLICE STATION & NOT FROM HUSBUND, AS I HAVE BEEN TOLD BY POLICE OFFICER THAT YOUR COMPLENT WILL NOT BE REGISTER AS ALL LAW IS IN 
FAVOUR OF FEMALES YOUR COMPLIENT WILL NOT STAND ANY VALUE. 

3. MY FATHER IN LAW HAS LAUNCHED FALSE COMPLENT IN LOCAL POLICE STATION IN MUMBAI (VILE PARLE EAST POLICE STATION) & AFTER INVESTIGATION IT WAS FOUND THAT HE HAS LAUNCHED FALSE COMPLENT AS HIS 
DAUGHTER THAT IS MY WIFE STATED IN POLICE STATION THAT I HAVE NOT TAKEN ANY DOWRY OR ASKED ANY DOWRY TO HER OR HER PARENTS. 

4. DOES THE LAW PERMIT TO ARREST A FEMALE WHOSE KIDNIES ARE FAILED & GIVEN COMPLETE BED REST & ARREST A FEMALE WHO IS HAVING TWO SMALL DAUGHTERS & WHAT IMPACT THAT KIDA WILL HAVE ON THEM .NOW HER 
YOUNGER DAUGHTER WHO IS 3 YRS OLD SHE IS SO MUCH AFRIED OF POLICE IF SHE SEES ANY POLICE MAN SHE HIDES AS SHE THINKS THEY WILL COME & ARREST THEM & TAKE TO POLICE STATION. 

5. IS THERE IS ANY LAW STATING SUCH THAT AFTER MARRIAGE A MAN HAS TO FORGET ALL HIS BLOOD RELATIONS & IF IN THAT CASE WHAT HIS PARENTS WILL DO ? 
6. GIRLS MOTHER & FATHER SEE THAT BOY IS FROM GOOD FAMILY BACKGROUND & EARNING WELL & INSIST DAUGHTER TO MARRY THERE & IF SHE DOSENT WANT THEN WHY BOY & HIS FAMILY MEMBERS HAS TO SUFFER A LOT 

BECAUSE OF THAT GIRLS MISTAKE. 
7. IS THERE IS ANY LAW WHICH CAN STOP ALL THIS PROCESS? 

8. IF U TELL THE GIRL TO WEAR ORNIMENTS THEN ACCORDING TO WHICH LAW  IT LEAD TO CALL GIRL PROFFICION , MEANS HUSBAND DOSENT HAVE RIGHT TO TELL HIS WIFE TO WEAR MANGALSUTRA & BINDI IF SHE IS NOT WEARING ? 
THEN WHAT IS A MEANING OF BEING A HINDU & STAYING IN INDIA. 

9. NOW A DAYS GIRLS MOTHER& FATHER MADE A PROFFISION BYE USING 498a & STARTED ACTING LIKE A PIMP. 
10. I AM ASKING FOR JUSTICE I REQUEST THAT FROM BOTH SIDE PLEASE CONDUCT ENQURI IT IS MY HUMBAL REQUEST. 

11. WHY ONLY FEMALES HAVE RIGHT TO ABORT CHILD WITHOUT ANY REASONE & IF SAME IS DONE BY MALE THEN HE IS ARRESTED  UNDER SECTION 315 WY IT IS LIKE THIS. 
12. IF THESE CASE WILL CONTINUE THEN NO BODY WILL MARRY ANY POOR GIRL, I DID BECAUSE I WANTED TO BRING UP SOMEBODY IN LIFE AND I HAVE PAID THE PRISE  

13. MY FATHER IN LAW IS AN HALF LAWYER SO HE DOSENT HAVE TO SPEND ANY MONEY ON LAWYER BUT WHAT ABOUT ME. 
14. IS THERE IS ANY LAW WHICH KEEPS SUCH BINDING ON THIS TYPE OF CEIMINAL ACTIVITIES. 

15. MY LIFE IS RUIND NOW WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS? 
ABOUT MYSELF

I am Swapnil P. Kulkarni 34 yrs old, respectable citizen of India, working as merchant navy officer, my pan number is ADTPK4191J.
ABOUT MY FAMILY 

My father expired in year 30th September 1990 & from that I am doing job in merchant navy. In my family I have my mother who is 60 yrs old & both her kidneys are fail & doctor gave her complete rest. & my sister married in 1993 December & happily staying with 
her husband & having two daughters one is 4 yrs old & other is 10 yrs old. & my brother in law is a software developer.

ABOUT MY WIFE FAMILY  
My wife  Mrs. Soha Swapnil Kulkarni / ( teja shrinivas phatak ) age 26 yrs was working in Pune hospital before marriage & after marriage also working in Pune without my knowledge  & left my house on 3rd July 2004 & did not came back. During this time she was 

staying in hostel in Pune instead of having her house in Pune. 
My father in law Mr. Shrinivas vasudev phatak before working in AG office in Mumbai & was staying in kaylan had lost 2 cores Rs.  In shares & lost everything, so left Mumbai & shifted to Pune. In Pune he work as social worker helping poor girls & teaching them 
how the law is use against your husband to get money from him. This is told to me by my wife. He doesn’t have any law degree only by reading HINDU MARRIAGE ACT he gives guidance to married women’s & that is what he called as social service. There is a 
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We are dowry Law victims.

major operation for removing rods in the thighs and backbone to be carried out for my father in law & the expenses will be some what 4 to 5 lakh. & I was willingness to help as per my capacity. 
My mother in law Mrs. Varsha shrinivas phatak was housewife before but after her husband lost everything she has to start working in women’s hostel in hingane Pune 

My sister in law pooja shrinivas phatak lawyer giving stupid ideas to her sister & not got love married & staying separately 
ABOUT MY MARRIAGE LIFE 

I have given advertisement in Mumbai newspaper ‘Loksatta’ on 9th February 2003 and he received good response and in that I received letter dated 12th February 2003 and horoscope from Mr. Shrinivas Phatak for his daughter. Then after matching it we 
arranged to see the girl,. In this advertisement I had stated one condition that girl who has no spectacles can respond but when we had meeting with girl and her family members, they did not disclose anything and in the first meeting, her father told that he lost two 

corers in shares, ( And he was working in AG office Mumbai & staying in kaylan ).On his statement I replied that I am not interested in any thing I am  interested only in their daughter and further after knowing their condition I stated that I  will arrange for 
engagement ceremony at Mumbai. Then in the first meeting I have informed and given details about my job to the girl and her parents. After this when we consented for marriage, Mr. Shrinivas Phatak  girls father 

 called up my home at night and told that the girl  was having specs and now she is not having as she got it operated laser operation and if I say then only they will come to talk for marriage. Then I told him that I am not having any problem as I have seen the girl 
and I liked and I consented for the marriage. Then at the time when marriage fixed the girl was not happy so I asked girl’s parents that whether they have forced her to marry as she is not looking happy upon which her parents refused and said that nothing is like 

that, everything will be o.k.           
Then on the day of  engagement ceremony accordingly the girl, her sister, and her parent came to Mumbai without any pair of additional cloths of themselves and even a girl who was going to sit for Puja before engagement, she was sitting in same dress in which 
she came from Pune. When she was suggested to change cloths then  girl had wore her aunt’s saree during that Puja at our  residence and engagement ceremony performed on 19th March 2003 in the present of both party’s relatives. I myself spent money for my 

ring and girl spends for her ring. I have purchased engagement saree of respondent. The whole expenditure of engagement was incurred by me. 
Initially it was decided to marry at Pune as girl, her relatives and my many of relatives are at Pune but, when I saw the place which was selected for marriage was not convenient for people as it hardly accommodate 50 person and toilet’s door and lock were not 

proper and girl’s father stated that due to ‘sihanasth’ they could not get any hall, then I said I will marry after six months, I am not in hurry. Then on that girl’s parents suggested that if marriage can be arranged at Mumbai, therefore it was decided to marry at 
Mumbai.  The marriage halls were booked for half day and for food expenses were spend by girl’s father as per our custom. The marriage ceremony was simple and as per Vedic custom inviting 200 people including from both sides. The man pan of the relatives 

was done by the respective parties for their own relatives. The expenses of cloths of bride and bridegroom were born by respective parties. From my side I had engaged Photographer and Video shooting and was done at 
 my own cost. The girl’s father told me that she is not interested in photographs as well as video shooting so he has not arranged for the same.  

Then after the marriage when it was decided to go for honeymoon, on 23rd May 2003 my wife  started stating in the night that she has seen ghost and bones and she had stated that she felt that someone is trying to take her life. On night I did not sleep and 
watching that my wife is not having any trouble. When I observed that there is no problem to my wife so on 25th May 2003 I went for our honeymoon booking, Then while booking I received phone from home that my wife was having same problem of ghost so I 

cancelled the booking for honeymoon. Then after coming home my wife stated that when she was at Pune Hospital, same thing had happened, so I called up her mother and my wife talked with her mother for 10 to 15 minutes and her problem of ghost 
disappeared from next day. Due to such conduct of my wife they could not go for honeymoon. Even initially after the marriage, during physical relation my wife was not taking any interest but lying frigidly and when I asked her she stated that 

 whatever I want to do, I can do it, but she will not do anything. My wife was behaving with me in such manner as if she was not interested in me for the best reason known to her. 
Then when we shifted to Borivali on 27th May 2003 my wife used to raise quarrels on petty things. I told my wife to talk and mix with all family members and not to sit alone on which my wife replied that her mother has told her not to talk with any one and not to 
work at matrimonial home. As there was no work for my wife as there was/is already maid servant for sweeping, cleaning floor, washing utensils and cloths. My wife has to just see that work is properly done by the maid servant and sometimes to keep the home 

clean and help in cooking. In spite of all this facility my wife was trying to find out reasons to create quarrels and problems with me and my mother without any reason. 
When I got news on 19th June 2003 as UPT test report positive, my wife is pregnant I was very happy and went to Siddivinayak temple and came with Prasad at 12o’clock at night in rain, but when I  returned my wife opened the door and went to sleep. On that 
night I told my wife that she has given best news of my life. Then on next day my wife started showing her colors. My wife said that she can’t go for child as she feels that the child will be abnormal. After explaining to her by me and my family, she continues on 

same statement and she said that she has a black spot on tongue and whatever she speaks it happens so I got scared and at last had no choice and without my willingness suggested her for abortion. 
I used to give jewelers to my wife for wearing, stating that I liked my wife dressed up with jewelers but my wife used to do opposite to what I told her to do and also my wife stated that she has grownup as boy and doesn’t have qualities of girl.  

My wife is of suspicious nature. She used to doubt me with any girl and she has not left even maid servant. My wife used to tell that her father has stated that your husband’s character is not good. And my wife also told me that she did not wanted to marry and she 
wanted to stay with her sister and to do the job and she also stated that prior to marriage she used to do job during day time and in the evening she used to enjoy her life as she like. Even during this discussion my wife used filthy language so I called my wife’s 
father at my house and who after coming started shouting along with my wife at me at highest voice in filthy language and created a scene in the society. I told my wife’s father that she doesn’t want to have child, on which her father supporting her & asked me 

weather you want a divorce. I said we are just married for 1 & ½ months & how can u think of this I am totally against this I have not married your daughter for taking divorce then my wife  went 
 with her father on same day on 21st June 2003 to Pune. I was present at the time of abortion in 2nd week of July at Pune, but neither Doctor nor my wife‘s parents asked for my signature and my wife‘s mother had signed on consent form. On 7th July 2003 when 

my wife was at Pune prior to abortion, her parents came to Mumbai again and asked me again that whether I want divorce on which I again replied that I am from good and decent family and I have not married to take divorce. Then after this my wife‘s parents gave 
example of my wife‘s paternal aunt i.e. my wife’s father’s sister whom they used to call ‘vedi atya’ (mad aunty) and stated that she also used to behave like my wife. 

Then my wife came to matrimonial home after 1 and ½ months in 1st week of August 2003 and again started disputes. I thought that she will ask for jewelry but on the contrary she stated that her mother has taken promise from her that if she is a daughter of her 
mother she will not touch the jewelry given by me. Then on that I asked her that she has to live life with me or with her mother. On this she replied that she wore mangalsutra as if she is doing favor wearing mangalsutra. On that night in front of me my wife prayed 

that “Deva Maza Navra lavkar marude va jitke divas jivant aahe titke divas tyachyavar sankatch sankat yevude”. (God let my husband die early and for the days he alive, let his life be miserable.) 
On previous day of Ganpati, my wife wanted to go to Juhu beach for which I replied that next day the Ganpati is going to come at their home and there is a work at home on which my wife got angry and started quarreling in filthy language as she was not interested 

in Ganpati Puja and she also gave threat to me that she will commit suicide by hanging with rope on her neck. 
Then afterwards my wife used to say that she wanted a child and she will leave matrimonial home thereafter. On This I asked my wife why and for how many days her parents will keep her, then my wife replied that she will not stay with her parent at parent’s 

home, but she will live separately and she stated that she had also stayed at Rajnish Ashram in pune and started quarreling with me in filthy language.  
Then on this I replied to my wife that why I will give her a child who will be brought up at somewhere else and not with me & why she is so much interested in child now as she has aborted her first child without my permission and I don’t want to repeat same thing 

again. 
My wife did not liked any advise given by me to her and on day  22nd September 2003 when my father’s ‘Shraddh’ was there my wife did not take part in any activity, she did not eat and she tried to cut her hand with knife but, I took away the knife from her hand. 

Then on 5th October 2003 my wife’s mother had come and she took my wife with her. Then after few days that is on16th October 2003 joined the ship. 
After I left for job, my wife came with her father on 17th October 2003 and took away her belongings including books, broken pen, cloths and all jewelry, stating that she will require her belongings to wear during Diwali festival at Pune as it was her first Diwali after 
marriage. Then she did not contact me, I have contacted my wife and send Email to her. When I was on ship my wife’s mother quarreled with my mother on phone and started threatening that they want to go for divorce and I came to know when I have contacted 

my mother. Then on this I called up 3 to 4 times to my wife but, her parents did not allow me to talk with her. Then I send Email on my wife’s sister Email id as I received from her and stated all the matter whatever my wife behaved with me. My wife was not 
bothered about her matrimony and she did not reply. Then again I contacted and send Email that if she is not interested in matrimony than I will come at her parents and I will tell every thing to them upon which 

 she got scared and immediately contacted my mother that if she comes at matrimonial home will it do. My mother replied that it is her home and then she came to matrimonial home on 8th March 2004.  
During that period I was suffering from typhoid and therefore I came to Mumbai from the ship and admitted in Hospital on 14th March 2004. When I came from hospital again at home my wife started stating that she came to matrimonial home against her parent’s 

wishes and she stated that her mother told her when she was at Pune that if she will contact me or send Email she will see her mother’s dead face, therefore she did not contacted for 5 months.  
Then my wife told me and my family members that when she was at Pune she visited to one astrologer Mrs. Khare and Mrs. Khare told my wife after seeing my photograph that her divorce is sure within 8 months and she will marry with other person who will very 

good and he will take care of her and will have two kids through him and will not have single child from me and my mother will spoil the matrimony. Then my wife used to talk with my mother aggressively and not behaving properly.  
Then we have decided to go to our Kuldevta and we went to vile Parle from Borivali on 8th April 2004 where on next day i.e. on 9th April 2004 my wife’s father came with Police and by tuning with his fingers stated in front of police that he will get marry my wife for 

second time. Then the police asked me that my wife’s father has come to take her with him what you want to do. I told police that if she is willing to go she can go with her father. Then the police told him to come at police station. When I went to police station I 
came to know that my wife’s father has made false complaint against me. At that time police did not show the complaint given by my wife’s father. The police stated it is just N.C. complaint and told me that you forget that you have come to police station and he 

explained to my wife for 2 and ½ hours for the mistakes committed by her and to improve herself. At police station my wife stated that she is pregnant in spite of 4th April 2004 her UPT test was 
 negative.  Then we both came together to matrimonial home from police station and my wife did not go with her father. Then we decided to go at our Kuldevta’s place on 11th April 2004. Prior to that she informed me that she is pregnant and while going to 

Kuldevta on the way within two hours journey from Mumbai my wife  told my sister that when she had gone to toilet she saw that her child passed away and she did not take part in any Puja. Then we went to kopergaon where my grandmother was serious and she 
died on 26th April 2004. During our stay at Kopergaon my wife insisted to sleep along with me where other relatives were also there and started quarreling with me in filthy language. 

After returning from there on 13th May 2004, my wife  again started giving threats that she will spoil my life and she is a Nagin and she will bite in such a way that I will not able to ask for water and she will spoil the life of me. Then my wife quarreled with my mother 
on the same day in filthy and vulgar language and stated that my mother will not allow to alive her children. On this my mother and sister when explained to her that she is a married woman and she should not behave in such a fashion, on which my wife  replied 
that not to expect any good thing from her and she will keep red light and start the business of call girl. After hearing all these statements my mother got such a shock that she was required to be admitted in Hospital on 4th June 2004 and her both kidneys started 

spoiling. When my mother was in hospital my wife wanted to go to see her grandmother on 5th June 2004 for which I consented as I was aware that my wife was doing purposely to create dispute as she was 
 not interested in matrimony., Then my wife herself did not go as she was interested to create problems which I avoided by giving consent. Then when I used to go in Hospital my wife doubted on me that I am having relation with lady Doctor who was treating my 

mother. 
Once I took my wife at her paternal aunt’s home who is staying at Thane when it was raining and I was fully wet. My wife told me on road itself to go back stating that she has to search her aunt’s home. So I told that I will accompany her to search and if she 

doesn’t want I will not come to her aunt’s place. Upon which my wife started quarreling in such a fashion that she created a scene as people were started looking at them. So I returned from there and afterwards my wife told that her aunt is staying where they were 
standing on the road but she was acting as if she has to search as she did not want to take me. 

When my mother was in hospital my wife stated that she is pregnant and they have done UPT TEST twice i.e. on 19th June 2004 and on 30th June 2004 but it reports shows negative. At that time I received call from my office directing me to join the Ship. So on  
30th day of June 2004 I took my wife to Gynecologist and she suggested to take Sonography and next day we were supposed to go for Sonography, but my wife stated that she is in period. When I realized and checked that she is not in period I shocked as my 

wife is playing by saying falsely that she is pregnant and behaving as if she is pregnant and playing with my emotions and feelings by falsely stating that she was pregnant. 
When I had to join for job, I had to leave for job on 3rd July at night, my wife wanted to go at Pune on same day for her sister’s marriage which was on 8th July2004. My wife was interested to stay with her sister and insisted to go on 3rd July 2004 so I accompanied 

her to bus stop and my wife left for Pune at 12.30 p.m. bus and she was not interested in me who is going for job for 6 to 7 months. I had given her my full address. My wife was supposed to return on 12th July 2004, but from Pune she informed at my residence 
that marriage is on 24th July 2004 and she will return after marriage, but she did not return. I sent Email on 12th September 2004 but my wife did not reply and she never send any Email or any letter on given ship address in spite of she had promised that she will 

send two letters and an email a week. 
Then I came home on 14th October 2004 & I contacted my uncle on 16th Oct. 2004 and he informed that my wife is staying in Hostel on cot basis. I got shocked that my wife did not inform me. As soon as my wife came to know that I am home she called up and 

started abusing in filthy language and giving threats to send her notice for divorce immediately as she is not interested to wait for 10 years. At that time I realized that my wife is interested in divorce and I told her that I am busy for my exam, I will meet her after 11th 
November 2004. After hearing her threats, I got so much mentally upset and shocked and due to mental stress that I could not appear for his exam and I went to Pune on 12th November 2004 along with my brother in law and met my wife  but nothing workout and 

I fell sick and suffering from severe fever and resulted into Typhoid.  
My wife is interested in independent life. She is not interested in matrimonial life and taking any responsibility. Two year of our married life my wife not stayed with me for six months and she never gave love and affection either to me or my family members. 

Whenever my wife was with me she was quarreling with me and my mother in filthy language. Till today I have tolerated all the harassment and mental torture of my wife on the hope that she will improve, but now I realized that my wife is not interested in me and I 
lost all hopes.  

My wife is having independent source of income and she is self sufficient to maintain her and she has proved by staying in the hostel without informing and knowledge of me and not staying with her parents at pune.  
We have tolerated mental harassment and torture as mentioned above given by the my wife on the hope that she will improve, but all attempts failed and my wife is misusing the emotional feelings of the mine to grab money and enjoying out her independent life.  

After marriage I could not complete my contract with the company as first I was medically signed off in 5 months (7 months contract) and second time signed off in 3 months (7 months contract) paying my own air fair.  
Now I have given application in family court for divorce in Mumbai so she has launched a false 498 a case against case number 733/2005 me involving me my sick mother who’s both kidneys are fail & my sister who is having two daughters of minor age.

During her stay of hardly 5 and ½ months i.e. in the May after marriage and from August 2003 to October 2003 and from March 2004 to July 2004 my wife was stating that she required Rs.4,50,000/- for her father’s  operation for removing rods in the thighs and 
backbone. I said I could not give so much amount although I have shown my willingness to help as per my capacity. And therefore my wife started creating problem and to extort money she has filed false criminal case by bearing case no.733/2005 and even 

before marriage counselor at Family Court at Mumbai she demanded Rs.5,00,000/- from me  on 5th April 2005 for giving divorce. Thus my wife is interested in money and not in me. Even after marriage my wife is interested in doing job and she has been doing it 
leaving me with her own sweet will and desire and without the permission and consent of me. 

My wife left matrimonial home on 3rd July 2004 on the pretext of attending her sister’s wedding and did not turn up. And she was not residing with her parents at Karvenagar, Pune. My wife has not been staying with her parents and she has been staying at Mrs. 
Sathe oakwada, 214 Sukrawar Peth, Dudhyamaruti chowk, Near Aditya Engineers, Pune. 

My wife left for Pune on 3rd July 2004 in the presence of me and I myself accompanied her to bus stand. My wife left in the afternoon and I left for his job at night on same day. Before marriage my wife was working at Pune Hospital and getting salary of more than 
Rs.5, 000/-. And after the marriage when my wife left matrimonial home in October 2003 and stayed at Pune till March 2004, during these six months she was working with infotech company and now after leaving in July 2004 she was working with HDFC Bank and 
earning 8,000/-. And now putting all these cases she is working in telecom company as she  herself made statement before marriage counselor that she is serving in telecom company and getting salary of Rs.3500/- p.m. and her father is a property consultant and 

earning Rs.5,000/-p.m. and her mother is working a Hostel rackter and earning Rs.7000/- p.m. 
My wife is a BA and she was doing MA and she is capable to earn and she has been earning more than what she has stated. On the contrary I do not have any income as I could not assign any contract due to mental harassment from my wife as she has filed 

false criminal case against me, and my aged mother who is suffering from kidney problem and her married sister who is having two daughters of tender age under Sec.498A at Pune. My job requires highly concentration and innovation & lot of responsibilities and if 
I do any mistake my full career will get spoil and therefore at present I have no source of income.

swapnil p. kulkarni
__________________________________________________ 
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Akarsh Ananad 

Respected Sir, 
I have been married for about an year. After falling apart with my wife, I have been forced to avoid arrest under a false dowry case. I was married on the 22nd of June 2004 and have been away from January 2005.  I am an MBA, have studied in premier Indian 
institutes like DPS RK Puram, SRCC , MDI, Sherwood College. There has been no incident of either me or my parents demanding dowry or physically or mentally tormenting my wife. Likewise there is no grain of truth in the false accusations made. They simply 

have fabricated all those things and have had a warrant issued against my family with no shred of evidence. Please mail me the best course of action. 
Thank you 

Akarsh
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Vijitha 

we are falsely implicated in a false 498A case.We need help.

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Vinay 

pleeease suggest me as i am being harassed in dowry harassment case

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Ragavendra 

respected sir/madam, i am raghavendra from mysore and i am being harassed by a false criminal case i.e.498a act and also even my old age parents filed by my wife. she gave a police complaint against all of us in police station giving very silly reasons. and the 
police without enquiring anything just registered a criminal case against us and now we are facing a court trial. we are very innocent people . sir, pleease help us out now and suggest how to come out of this civiar criminal case. pleease advice me sir 

__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
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Jagjit. 

i m in govt job at karnal. wife lived with me and left and bore a male child. parents 
 living in delhi were arrested for dowry case and for the last seven years i m paying alumni. now 

 she has filed "enhancement " which is to be decided on 18th july. i filed divorce in delhi. 
 there also she came and wept before lady judge rekha rani. she was impressed and then the wife 

 moved maintanenance petition sec-24,26 and to be decided on 18th july. 
 i m fully entangled in this relation. separated for last seven years. what to do? how to remarry 

 or get out of this litigation. she is not ready to compromise and she leaves no money with me. i 
 have old mother and two younger brothers to look after who are fed up with this case and me also.  

i m alone in the world . suicide is the last option
__________________________________________________ 
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Mukherjee 

My brother was married a year back...It was a very simple wedding and we had no demands whatsoever from our side since my brother is settled and has everything..My sister-in-law turned out to be very different from what we thought her to be. We only wanted a 
simple, homely girl who would be another part of our family.But she did not take care of my brother, would quarrel, misbehave with my mother etc.After 9 months she left and went away to her parent's place without asking my brother and when my old mother was 
suffering from high fever. And now today after 3 months her family has filed apolice case against us alleging that my mother and brother used to beat her up and make demands for dowry. We are a very simple family and really don't know what to do. It feels sad 

that inspite of doing nothing we are having to go through this.Somebody please help..

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Gauri Brar 

My brother who lives in Saudi Arabia, is fearing his wife may charge for dowry and other related charges(rape ) etc.coz. she does not want to leave her parents who live in India. 
__________________________________________________ 
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Manish Pradhan 

Hi, I would like to know what I can do, whom can I contact or talk if my family and I are victums of 498A and similar acts under Indian Dowry Law?  
I would appreciate any help or suggestions in this direction.  

Thanks

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Shailesh palkar 

Sir: 
I am one of the victims of IPC498a. I am journalist & I have married after love affair. My wife belongs to the different caste. Her family membrs are opposite to my marriege. One of her relatives is enamy in the sense of my profession i.e. journalism. My wife has no 
influence of marriage relation. she is highly influenced by her relative inspite of I complete her education. she was interested to get permanant job as teacher but the policy of Govt. of Maharashtra changed & this profession became on contract basis. The feelings 
of uncertainity made her womble. she went to her relatives of motherhood & they advised her for divorce. I love my wife & she too. Bur the castism made trouble for my married life. They have made bogus case against me under IPC498a. from that time my wife is 

not living with me. Is it moral thing that missuse of IPC498a law spoils the relationship? Is it moral to give divorce for that case which is made for the purpose of divorce? I think the court have to charge the case against them for misguide the law & order. It may 
possible to charge the case under law of Immoral trafic of women & girls as wifes are willing to marry once more by misuse of this law. 

plese guide me to be seperated about 18 months due to the misuse of this law is viable to the demand of divorce? I want my wife with me as my family but her brother & sister dont want us to be together. How to rehabiliate my family life? 
shailesh palkar 

poladpur- raigad 
__________________________________________________ 
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Sanjeev 

Is it possible that a Girl who lived with a boy abroad 
and has two kids can come back to India and put a false case against the Boy and his parents/family ? Yes it can happen and this has happened with my brother recently who lives in Australia. 

 
My Brother is living in Australia since July 2001 with an Indian Girl and they were blessed with 2 kids in the due course. We ( my self and parents)do not know what kind of relationship they shared? recently i.e. last Nov. 03 mother of the girl went to Australia and 

tutored her daughter to come back to India / Dubai. Both girl and her mother planned something and had put a case in the Australian court that my brother had hit her mother. Any way this false allegation could not stand in the court and the case was withdrawn by 
the girl and her mother by giving a statemnt in the court that they made false allegations on my brother. Girl and her mother came to India in the month of March this year and had put a case in CWC ( crime women cell) under section 498A of IPC that all the 

members of my family including My parents, sister, her husband and myself used to torture her and used to ask for dowry even when she was in Australia. She also stated that her father had given dowry or Istridhan to my parents on her wedding with my brother 
worth lacs. 

 
I'm not able to understand that why CWC did not investigate into the matter in depth instead CWC filed FIR against all of us?  

 
The reality is that we even do not know when and where the marriage took place and who all attended the wedding of my brother. 

 
Actually my brother told us that they were married but where they go married and when they go married no one knows ? 

 
In the complaint itself the girl mentioned that she married my brother 2 times. Both the times in India. 

 
I met the girl only twice only, once in Australia when I had visited my brother for 4-5 days only and later when she and my brother came to India on our family function for 3-4 days only in 2002. 

 
Is there any respect remained in the hearts, minds of Police / CWC for the IPC OR simply any one girl can file a case agsinst anyone and get the other person in trouble. 

 
The reallity is that the girls who are being really harrassed by her in laws do not go to CWC because of their own commitments towards their parents / families and on the other had girls like my brother partner, even without have any bonding can go to the court 

and sue. THIS IS NOTHING BUT ABUSE /RAPE OF IPC 498A. Why is Govt. sitting idle and not taking action against the Lawyers and the girls abusing the IPC 498A? 
Why the girls not accountable for abusing IPC498A ? 

 
During my experience I came to know that various women lawyers attract such kind of foolish girls and instigate them to go to CWC and what ever any compromise happens between the girl and her inlaws, a commission with some persentage shall go to the 

lawyer. 
 

We are not able to understand what shall be done to overcome all this? My parents are above 60years and never expected this to happen in their life. 
 

I hope this message comes in light and is seen by some reasonable authorities /people who can suggest / take necessary action against the people abusing IPC498A. 
__________________________________________________ 
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Himanshu 

hi,
I am going through a severe problem in my Life.  Is there any help line for Men in Delhi for fighting against false dowry cases. I have been repeatedly getting threat calls and harrasament from my wife's borther and father. They say that they can any time file a 

dowry case against me and I will not be able to do anything because it is a nonbailable offense and does not require any kind of proof or investigation. They want me to stay away from my parents. Just 8 days after my marriage, my wife kept the proposal "YA TO 
MUJHE LE KAR ALAG RAHO, YA FIR MUJHE MERE PARENTS KE PAAS CHORD KAR AAO, MUJHE YAHA NAHI REHNA." After that she went to her father's house (INDORE) for 1 month. Recently she came back, stayed for 6 days and again kept the same 

proposal "MUJHE YAHAN NAHI REHNA" and called her borther and went along him to his place (in Delhi). Her father and brothers are supporting her and provoking her to do such things. 
My father is a cancer patient, recently he suffered kidney failure and needs special attention, he is diabetic for the last 20 years and six months ago he lost his eyesight due to longstanding history of Diabetes, and my mother is a heart patient and recently she has 

develped tension headaches, she has started getting fits due to tension. My wife has gone back to her borther's house who stays in delhi. 
My wife is very abusive to my mother and never respects her, keeps saying something bad to her. I m afraid she can even harm her because during my office hours I am not at home.

They are a big time liar, at the time of my marriage they told me that she is 1973 born but later I found out that in three different Matrimonial Ads her date of birth was different(1971, 1972, 1973) I feel I am being cheated, i still don't know her actual date of birth. Her 
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qualification was told to be Msc, but now she says she has done B.A home science. 
Her Brother keeps on threatening me saying that he is a very influential person and says that he has good relations with CM. He has told me to give an answer in clear Yes or No, whether I will stay away from my parents or not.

Please help me and tell me what shall I do in such a situation.
Is there anybody who can help me

I am very depressed and feeling very low, I don't feel like talking to anyone these days. I thought of commiting suicide many times but then if i die, who will take care of my parents. I dont konw what to do in such a situation
Financially also I am broke because I spent huge amount on my marriage and after that on my father's treatment for cancer and kidney failure.

Please Help
__________________________________________________ 
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Rama 

Hello,
I am Rama. My sister-in-law filed a case on my family in Feb'03 with the sessions 498A and 307. Still the case is running. Currently there is High court stay order on 307. In the FIR there are so many allegations which are not true and we have proofs also.One of 

the proof is that, during the dates mentioned in FIR, I am not in India it self.
I am software professional and residing in US. They are demanding very huge amount.that 50 lacks. 

Otherwise .. they are asking my brother come and stay with them. After observing the 2 years , they will with draw the cases on us.
But My brother is not at all interested to stay with her. He is ready to die, But not ready to stay with her.

I would like to know your advice on these thinks.
1) How long this case will go? And how long the stay order is valid. 

2) Any precautions we need to take while taking with them (i.e. sister-in-law side). 
3) Is telephone recording is valid proof? If so, I will try to record when they demand next time.

 
Awaiting for your valuable advise.

Thank you very much.
With Best Regards, 

Rama.

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Amrit 

My wife and her family has one rule,"kiss our feet or die in jail".She is the most insensitive,obnoxious person and  
she is the living example of seven deadly sins.I decided a long time ago to ask for divorce she looked at me and simply said "NO".So i decided not to have children but she decided against it and went at her parents place 9 months ago.Now she is threatening me 

under false dowry accusation.Now i am so depressed that one day i will kill myself.On one side if i leave her she'll make false accusation and on other hand if i have children i will not be able to raise them with her infact i dont want children with her at all.what 
should i do.please help

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Monu 

Iam scared that my wife could use of this law (468 A ). 
She and my inlaws threaten me. 

She wants me to leave my parents and get a transfer to the state were her parents leave. 
What should i do to make sure that I and my parents dont go to jail because of her false case. 

Please advice.

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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S.M.SAYAD 

DEAR SIR, 
 I M 29 YEARS OLD MALE MARRIED MAN. MY WIFE FILED  CASE DOWRY HARASSMENT U/S 498A IPC.THIS BLAME IS FALLS&BASELESS. MY MOTHER IN LAW WANT US LIVE TOGATHER. SHE ALSO WANT, I HAVE TO  PURCHASE FLAT, IN MY 

WIFES NAME. NEAR MY MOTHER IN LAW HOME.I UNABLE TO DO THIS OF FINANCIAL PEOBLAM.KINDLY HELP ME HOW TO PROTECT MY SELF THIS FALS ALLIGATION.  
__________________________________________________ 
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Rakesh 

My wife filed a false dowry case against me and my family. All the statements which they made are false and we do have the proof for the same. 
Can you help us in this. 

Looking forward to hear a favorable reply from you.
Thanks and Regards, 

 
__________________________________________________ 
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Irfan Khan 

If a girl misuse of 498a & it is proved in court. What is the punisment for that,or what legal action can be taken against the girl.   
__________________________________________________ 
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Nirmal Prasad 

I am shocked at the way the police handled the case without any investigations whatsoever.
An unthoughtfully designed law (weapon) without any counter checks.

What is the punishment for the women and THE PEOPLE BACKING HER in the event of proving the charges (cruelty towards wife for dowry)?

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Made Gowda 

Is there any provision for the husband in India to voluntarily undergo peternity test to get himself confirmed about his biological parenthood of his child? I heard that only police can refer for DNA tests upon court orders & it will be done at DNA testing centre at 
Hyderabad only.It not there any other means to undergo DNA test other than govt. agency?If so please advise.

Yahoo! Mail 
Stay connected, organized, and protected. Take the tour 
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Mahesh 

My wife has turned out to be cheat. After signing an agreement for separation,in which she has 
 agreed that she doesn't need maintainence, she has now said that they were forced to sign on  blank paper.  

 Also she is threatening me and my parents of harrasment even though they have hardly stayed with 
 her and I left for job in morning and came in evening.  

 And that I am an impotent person for which I have certificate to prove that it is false. 
  

 After all these false allegations, and once proved that they are all false what can be the 
 punishment she and her parents can be entitled to. 

 Also, is it possible that I can get freed from this marriage once I prove that she has misled 
 the court and is keen on harassing me. I also have substantial  statements about her cruel 

 treatment towards me 
 Hoping an advice on this soon
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Binod Kumar Agarwal 

My younger brother's wife recently filed an FIR at Kesinga(Orissa) Police station to harass all the family members.Complain includes demand of Dowry,Attempt to murder besides torture,which are baseless. The girl including her parent's are very stuborn & 
arrogant.They are very rich. they have interferred in the day to day matters of husband & wife and have misbehaved the husband on many occasion. About 10 days back the threatend to file FIR if the unreasonable demands of their daughter are not met and finally 

on 22nd of june'2005 they filed the FIR against my brother,father,mother,myself and my wife.The girl has complained of attempt to murder,Physical torture besides demand of dowry against all the family members.It is worthwhile to mention here that We are a 
family of professionals,my father is a reknowned tax consultant of the area, myself is a chartered accountant and my brother is also a chartered 

 accountant.The girl is an undergraduate and his father is a buisnessman.They are malignig the image of my family by going to press and are induldged in character assanition of my husband and my wife.now we have applied for anticipatory bail in the orissa high 
court and are out of town till the bail petition is heard.Meanwhile they have arranged the Electronic media. The people have gone to my town in our absence and interviewed one or two lady from a "lady organisation" of the town besides putting their side of the 
story.These channels have been asked to show us in a very bad taste besides showing as absconder(FIR has been filed only on 22/06/2005. this will break us completely even before the trial commence.i have a two and half month old child. PLEASE HELP 

IMMEDIATELY.
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Sandeep Verma 

 One simple thumb rule is: The girl's mother is dominant with a big ego ( or short tempered) and her father is a henpecked husband. This combination makes the house unstable because of over emotionalism. Henpecked men being suppressed develop vicious 
traits. So, while mother-in-law remains dominant and arrogant, the father-in-law behaves viciously. Girls subconsciously seek men who are similar in behavior to their fathers. So, a girl from this kind of a house has a greater chance to have serious marital problems 

as she needs a henpecked husband. If the person is non-assertive and gender equality oriented, then this humility is often considered as a weakness in above kind of families.  
My story begins on July 2000 when I got engaged.  My wife is a Doctor, having one younger sister unmarried, no brother. I am also a Doctor having two sisters both married, my parents are retired teachers. We got married on 19-01-2001. After marriage slowly- 
slowly I came to know that she is from such a family where Female Rules. My father-in-law is on a high post in electricity board, now retired,  but my mother-in- law, a house wife, is  such a dominating lady that my father-in-law does only things which she wants. 

These people are so possessive towards their daughter that they feel satisfied only if she keeps on telling them each and every happening in her family. On many occasion I found that my mother- in- law starts behaving in such a ,ay that even a lay man can judge 
that she needs a psychiatrist consultation and whenever I, as a Doctor, pointed out this to my father-in-law, he just told me that he knows her for the last 35 years and according to him if you do all things which she wants, she will remain OK. Because of her 

superiority complex, and just to seek our attention towards her, always making some tact so that her daughter’s thoughts remain around her, trying to keep her daughter away from my parents and my relatives tactfully and above all her henpecked husband’s 
vicious behavior, these things were the roots behind the disturbances in my family. Previously I was thinking that my wife is a Doctor so she will manage her in nice way but later on I felt that instead of taking right steps, my wife is trying to manipulate me and my 
parents according to her mother’s will. My mother-in-law started brain-washing my wife and in spite of my best efforts to stop her, she succeeded in her mission. When I got married, I was doing my P.G. in Orthopaedis at Medical College in H.P. through All India 

Exam. At that time I had one unmarried sister and my parents, at my hometown in Punjab. Immediately with in 6-7 days after marriage, I and my wife came to H.P. We use to go home in Punjab for 2 or 3 days , after 2 or 3 months, and we never have any problem 
during these visits. I never told my parents regarding my       mother- in- law’s behavior. My wife remained with me for 1 year and 6 months and then once her parents came and she left to her parent’s house with her all valuable belongings, at that time I was not at 
home. They never contacted my parents. When she left me, after 2 weeks of that my sister’s marriage was there, but she did not turn up. After 4 months I indirectly contacted her but when I talked to her I realize that she still supports her mother and she thinks that 

what ever her parents have done, is right. After 8-months of separation I came to know that she has taken admission in 3 years P.G. course in Anatomy in her hometown where her parents are living. 
Time passed but we never contacted each other. I got selected in Ministry of Health,  Saudi Arabia and this thing she and her parents know very well, even then they never approached us. So  I came here in Saudi Arabia on 01-12-2004. Now, after 2 and ½ years 
of our separation, I came to know from my parents that she has filed a false case of Dowry and Cruelty against me , to the police with intension of misusing 498A IPC act . She has mentioned my parents, my both sisters and my names in her complain. She came 
with police and took her all things from my home in Punjab. Luckily, my father , has taken bail for all except me as I am in Saudi Arabia at present. so presently my parents  are under too-much stress and she is trying to harass them. There is no second thought 

that I want DIVORCE from her but my question is:- 
1   How to get it in least possible time?  

2.  She has filed a false case, without any proof, after 2 years and 6 month of our separation, at that time when I am not there in India, and So how much is she strong in her case?  
3. She never lives with my parents so how can she harm them?  

4. I am in Saudi Arabia in good job and I am with family visa. I have decided to go back only to sign Divorce paper at final stage. Is it good for me to remain here and wait or should I go back and fight my case? 
5. We have never demanded even a single pane from them, so can we charge a case against her this false case. 

6. What so ever she has written in her complain is without any proof and I can prove many things which she has written, is a straight forward lie. 
7. Should I send the reply of her written complaint to Police? Is it advisable? 

8. According to my job rules, I can avail vacations for 2-months only, anytime I want. During which I can go to India but I have to come back immediately after my vacations otherwise I will loose my job. How can I secure my self before going to India, so that they 
should not create trouble for me while I will be in India. The bails which my parents got, there it is written that they can not leave India. 

9. In Punjab, police under the cover of this 498A act, making money, this everybody know. So what are the loopholes to make our self protected? 
10.As at present I am in Saudi Arabia and I have not taken any bail and my arrest warrant has been issued. So what step should I take now?

Please guide me.

__________________________________________________ 
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AMIT SOOD 

Dear Sirs,

Ours was a love marriage (between a Brahmin girl and a Khatri boy), simple and dowryless performed on 30/6/01 according to Hindu customs. The two parents are almost next-door neighbours. They agreed to this alliance very  
reluctantly. After 11 months of our marriage we were blessed with a son, pre-natal and post-natal care having been given in my house. When my son was  

about 10 months old, my wife left her marital house along with our son to her parents house on 3/4/05. Since then she and her parents do not allow the  
child to visit his home and meet his father and old grand parents despite our several attempts. (Earlier my wife had taken away her jewellery and other expensive gifts of both sides for her mother’s safe custody).

My wife first had a separate kitchen and later her demand was for a separate house which I could not afford. Being the only son I could not agree to her  
demand and desert my parents (aged 74 and 68) having no source of income. On 2/4/03 she picked up a quarrel and left on 3/4/03 with her father. While leaving her father threatened me with dire consequences and asked me to make arrangements for her 

daughter to live separately. In fact after marriage she has proved to be a woman of nagging and revengeful nature picking up  
quarrels on trivial matters under her parents’ influence. Being very close to our house her mother interferes too much in our day-to-day life. Her  

father is a rich man and she tries to give me complex every now and then. (We have written several registered letters to her father about her behaviour but without any reply.)

My wife has celebrated all religious/family functions like Diwali, Holi, Karvachauth and our son’s birthdays) at her parents’ house. So-much-so that our son’s Mundan ceremony was also performed there without even informing us. She has even gone to the extent 
of not giving my name to the child while admitting him in school. I had many aspirations to do many things for my son but my wife’s actions have prevented me from doing so.

In February 05, I filed a petition in the Patiala House Lok Adalat seeking visiting rights for my son. Even after 4-5 counselling sessions with the Lok  
Adalat our stalemate continues to stand where it was two years ago. Now I have received a notice of a case filed in the Court of the Metropolitan Magistrate, Karkardooma, wherein my wife has demanded maintenance allowance of Rs 14,000/- per month under 

Section 125, while my salary is Rs 20,500/-. She has made numerous false allegations like physical abuse, mental torture  
and demanding dowry, etc. Earlier her own salary went to her account and remained untouched with her.

My immediate concern and reason for approaching you is that her next move could be to file a case under Section 498 A whereby my whole family will be in trouble. I am grateful to you for inviting people with  
problems like mine to approach you. I appreciate your concern and interest in innocent people like me falling prey of Section 498.

Yours faithfully,

Do you Yahoo!? 
Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses. 
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Jayadevan M.P 

my wife gave 498against me and my family. now all family members got bail, iam working in gulf, so i gave power of attorney to my brother and came back. now i got news she gave my details to kerala airport. so after 3 months i  have vacation that time is there 
any possibility to arrest me in mumbai airport.for family court or 498 is there any chances to arrest me in airport.i have enough proofs in my hand , but they want to lose my job.  i gave for rejoining first then they  gave 498 . she is having some mental problems, but 

cleverly she taken proofs from my home.i have a daughter  , i didnot able to see her for one yar, is ther any possibility to see and live with my daughter, i donot want to live with this woman any more,  so please advise. 
__________________________________________________ 
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Mano 

One of my relative has been falsely fabricated under dowry harassement. How do any person get 
bail and so come out from these police trouble?  Now police is looking for them, they filed case 
against her husband's brother who is not living with them any more, will they have any rights 

for not being arrested? 
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Anurag Shachindra 

Hi,I am a victim of a false 498a case being filed by my inlaws and wife. 
I am facing the trouble for the last 1 year and me along with my parents, sister and grand parents are being victimised with all sorts of false allegations. 

At the moment there are various cases subjudiced at Trial court, high court, supreme court in India and I am also about to file the Divorce case in family court. 
I learnt about this forum and want to be a part of it. 

Pls advise.
__________________________________________________ 
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Mohamed Najee Ullah 

She is intimate with her brother in law - only elder sister's husband) - When I  caught her after a prolonged surveillance she filed false 498-a in june 2001.  3 cases filed in family court.  (1)  Dissolution of Marriage - result - marriage dissolved.  (2)  Children custody - 
result - she got custody because children infants  (3)  Maintenance - she withdrew citing reasons she will file fresh at a later date. 

498-a case running till date (4 years on).  Charges filed.  Four judges changed.  PP still the same.  She never came to court even once in four years.  Subsequent to filing 498-a both of my parents died.  Father (78) who was not named died in 15 days of filing the 
case.  Mother (73) who was named died 2 years later.

Totally seven persons named including sister, sister in law, brother and brother in law.

How do I get out of this never ending saga.

PS  :  Present advocate extremely polite and co-operative.

NEED ADVISE VERY BADLY

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Arindam Gupta 

I am a suffered husband, in my two and half years of marriage I was never happy, I had undergone all kinds of mental torture, sometimes physical torture also. Now my wife is making false allegations against me that I threaten her for beating and she left the house 
on the basis of this false allegation. I am totally devastated, I need some advice from your side. I want to go for divorce also if possible. I have tried several times to compromise on small issues, but nothing has worked out, my wife is very short tempered, arrogant, 

rude, nowadays after leaving my house she is sending abusive letters, etc. 
Please advice. 

Regards 
 

__________________________________________________ 
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Manoj Kr. Swami 

My wife has left house without informing anyone and gone directly to her parents house. We have tried to ask her parents but they are not giving us permission to speak with her. 
 Actually, they want enitre property of my father should be transferred in her name which is not 

 possible. And they are giving us threatning to lodge Dowry case, which is purly false and 
untruth. Please give me siggestion, what shoudl we do now. Thanks & regards 

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Amit Kumar 

I got married one years ago .It is an arranged 
marriage. My wife and her family members pressure on 
me to leave my family  and  I have no contact with my 
family members , My wife makes pressure on me by  

attempt to suside  . They plane to use misuse the 
dowry act.  My wife and her parents misuse the dowry 

act 498A . They submit a medical report (dated 27 
March 2005) when they file the case in police (on 

dated 28 March2005) , in this report (dated 27 March) 
the doctor write that the injuries are one day old(26 

March2005) . My wife and her parents wrote in the FIR 
that I and my family member beat her on 27 March 2005. 
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The police registered the case (by political approach) 
in Muzaffarnagar that I my family member wants 5 lack 

Rs. & beat her in her father’s house . My family 
member got bail on this point and I got stay on my 
arrest . After this in the police inquiry my wife and 

her family member says that by mistake they wrote 
wrong date , they also provide  affidavits.    After 
this case my wife file another case (dated 14 Apr 

2005) in Ghaziabad . In this case she wrote that I and 
my mother withdrawn her salary  from his salary 

account but the truth is that she withdrawn her salary 
from her account by making some changes in her 

signature . She wrote in  FIR that I make these 
signature and with the help of my mother I withdrawn 
the money  (The money was withdrawn on dated 15 

January 2005 , ) , My wife and her family members were 
preplanned for both cases . 
 I request you to help me 

__________________________________________________ 
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G.S.Mathur 

Very unexpectedly my wife has put 498 on me. Major charge of harrasment due to girl child.  
I love my daughter (3 yrs) and infact have been pleading wifes family for a proper access to her since I came back ( have proof ) .. good pic collection etc. Love marriage , Unfortunatly have put all assets in her name ( car / house / other vehicles) as I was abroad ..

dont even have LARGE evidences of payment.  
She is using all pressure tactics to get as much money as possible from me and get liberty asap for her OTHER new developed interests. again have indicative evidence ( loud enough for me ) for the same. How do I save myself and my effected family.

__________________________________________________ 
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Vara Prasad 

I do not have parents and stay with my wife and 2 years child in Bangalore. I have been unneccesarrly been targeted by my Wife & Mother in Law. Lot of beating and scolding is happening in my life for no reason. They do not want to have dialogue and every 
month my wife gets into a Shouting spree. 

One we approached Police station also but no complaints. However this is regular issue at my place and I am fed up with this. She threatens to complain against dowry to police. Needs remedy. Willing to Divorcee.   

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Atul Srivastava 

kindly tell me name of some forums in India(preferably north)who can help me as i have been chargesheeted for false dowry and attempt to murder case.presently i'm on bail but my inlaw is a lawyer in crime and has fabricated a very strong case against me.he is 
trying to get my bail cancelled .i'm losing confidence kindly help me out.

__________________________________________________ 
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Hanuraj 

In my home are my mother-64 yrs, myself (unmarried-33). my father expired recently. After his death we were joined by my bhaiya and bhabhi, who had earlier separated from us. Yesterday, some arguments were exchanged between my mother and my bhabhi to 
which my bhabhi treatened that she will call the police or will consume poision so that she can send my mother and myself to jail.

What can i do to protect myself and my mother, if she takes any such step?
do advice me?near delhi
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Madhavan Palaniappan 

Sir, 
    We (My father, Mother and a sister)  a middle class family lived happily until I was married to one selfish girl fond of separate home living. Her family offered us 100 soverigns of gold. After living happily we noticed that she was not having proper menses periods 

and she was eating several brands of tablets and tonics. We asked her to come up for a check up in a famous hospital. But their family members came to our home and warned us not to take her to any hospital, and finally after quarelling took away all of their 
jewels and now they booked us under Dowry and Harassment case. NOw we all suffer in a terrible way.pl advise me in this regard.    
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Dr.Sandeep Verma 

Sir my story begins on July 2000 when I got engaged. My wife is a Doctor , having one younger sister unmarried, no brother. I am also a Doctor having two sisters both married, my parents are retired teachers. We got married on 19-01-2001. After marriage slowly- 
slowly  I came to know that she is from such a family where Female Rules. My father-in-law is on a high post in electricity board, now retired,  but my mother-in- law a house wife is  such a dominating lady that He does only things which she wants. These people 

are so possessive towards their daughter that they feel satisfied only if she keeps on telling them each and every happening in her family. On many occasion I found that my mother in law starts behaving in such a way that even a lay man can judge that she needs 
a psychiatrist consultation and whenever I, as a Doctor, pointed out this to my father-in –law, he just told me that he knows her for the last 35 

 years and according to him if you do all things which she wants , she will remain OK. Previously I was thinking that my wife is a Doctor so she will manage her in nice way but later on I felt that instead of taking right steps, my wife is trying to manipulate me and my 
parents according to her mother’s will. My mother-in-law started brain-washing my wife and in spite of my best efforts to stop her, she succeeded in her mission. When I got married, I was doing my P.G. in Orthopaedis at Medical College in U.P . At that time I had 
one unmarried Sister and My parents both teachers at my hometown in Punjab. Immediately with in 4 days after marriage, I and my wife came in U.P. We use to go home for 2 or 3 days , after 2or 3 months, and we never have any problem during these visits. I 

never told my parents regarding my mother in law’s behavior. My wife remains  with me for 1 year and ½ month and then once her parents came and she left to her parents house, at that time I was in Punjab. 
 They never contacted my parents. When she left me, after 2 weeks of that my sister’s marriage was there , but she did not turned up. After 4 months she indirectly contacted me but when I talked to her I realize that she still supports her mother and what ever her 

parents have done, is right. After 8-months of separation I came to know that she has taken admission in 3 years P.G. course in her hometown where her parents are living. 
Time passed but we never contacted each other. I got selected in Ministry of Health  Saudi Arabia and this thing she and her parents know very well, even then they never approached us. So  I came here on 01-12-2004. Now from my parents I came to know that 

she has filed a false case of Dowry and Cruelty against me , to the police. She has mentioned my parents, my both sisters and my names in her complain. She came with Police and taken her all things from my home in Punjab. Luckly, my father , has taken bail for 
all except me as I am in Saudi Arabia at present so presently my parents have no problem but defiantly they are under stress. There is no second thought that I want DIVORCE from her but my question is:- 

1   .How to get it in least possible time? 
2.   She has filed a false case after 2 years and 6 month of our separation, at that time when I am not there in India, and during this separation we have never even a single phone talk. So how much strong she is in her case?  

3. She never lives with my parents so how can she harm them?  
4. I am in Saudi Arabia in good job and I am with family visa. I have decided to go back only to sign Divorce paper at final stage. Is it good for me to remain here and wait or should I go back and fight my case?. 

5. We have never demanded even a single pane from them, so can we charge a case against her this false case.
__________________________________________________ 
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Ashutosh Garg 

Hi All, 
   I am also a victim of section 498A. I was married in Feb'2004. My wife was with me in US for 6 months. She went back to India on 11th July'2004 and after staying there for a while, she has filed a dowry and harassement case against me and my parents. The 

real reason for divorce is that she was having illegitimate affairs with other women (YES!! she is a lesbian) and even with her very own sister-in-law. Unfortunately, she comes from a very powerful family (her brother is a partner in Amar Ujala news paper) and they 
are using their influence to harass us. Is there someone in Delhi/Ghaziabad area whom I or my parents can contact for help. I am in US and my parents are alone in India. 

Please help!!
__________________________________________________ 
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Nijaguna Murthy G 

Is it possible for a  Hindu Husband to voluntarily undergo PATERNINITY TEST ALONG WITH CHILDREN to clear his doubt about the fedielity of his Wife?If so how to proceed further? ( I learnt that only Police Dept. can refer for it at DNA Center, Hyderabad  
based upon registering a case-for payment of Rs.5000/- or so as fees).
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Samir 

Hi this is sam from hyderabad i have been harassed by my wife as my story is that i live in gulf and after marrying i stayed with my family and my wife for a month and after going to gulf i had plans to call her on famliy visa meanwhile she got to his mothers house 
and from there she started making plans for not staying with my family and it has gone thru like this for a month and after 2 months her father came to our house and took my wife without any solid reason and told us that he will look after the consequences and 

made a false argument that his daughter ie;my wife is ill and having fever and made a hallaballo and took off with him and from the day she went my father was in touch with her relatives to call her back to my house and her relative refused and after all efforts we 
sent a notice through our advocate as she has left my house and til one year she didn't came to  my home  to stay with my family and after 

 recieving the notice in which it is mentioned that after one week if they donot respond to it then they are responsible for whatever the consequences occur. 
and after recieving the notice they came to our advocate and we are also invited by advocate to settle the task but they are not ready as they want me to come back to india and they are asking the guarantee of their daughter ie; my wife. and in addition to that they 

are not ready also my wife is also not ready to come to my home. 
and after this talk they again took the time for a gap of 3 days to think whether to send my wife or not and after 3 days they are asking money nearly 2 lakhs for settlement imean she want divorce from herself which we are not ready and we are in tension taht what 

to do with them simply we want divorce from her.

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
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Upkar singh 

i am at raipur , married at pune on 1995.my wife had left my home on Dec 2001 with my son (7 years now) and a daughter (9 years now). my marriage was doweryless, without BARAT or other ceremony.It was simply FERE at GURUDWARA. Initialy my mother in 
law was making pressure on me to settle pune. I was not agree to leave my parents. I love my children. now my wife has made a case against me and my family about torture for dowery.They are not allowing me to talk with my children since 4 years. I want my 

wife and children to back. I will not go for divorse but want to get cleared against the charges she made against my mother. 
I am BE Mech + MBA , but totaly puzzeled b'coz i am the only son of my old parents.pl help
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Kiran Alapati 

I am a victim of Section 498A, my wife has filed a false case on me saying i have harrashed her and having illegal contacts with some one and also on dowry.pls help.
__________________________________________________ 
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Neeraj Jain 

My sister-in-law(Bhabhi)has put my all family's name in the false case. She demands huge money. case is pending in the court
__________________________________________________ 
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V N PANJIAR 

MY WIFE HAS FILED A CPMPLAINT AGAINST ME 
 AND MY FAMILY MEMBERS IN THE C A WOMEN CELL AFTER 

 DESERTING THE MATRIMONIAL HOME.SHE NOW THREATENS ME 
 THAT SHE WILL PURSUE THE CASE FURTHER IF I DONOT 

 SEVERE ALL RELATIONSHIP WITH MY PARENTS. 
 
 

Dowry Law Misuse 
 
 

 
 

Click to join hope4men 
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Dinesh Chopra 

Myself and my wife married for last two years. We 
 love each other very much but due to some 

 misunderstanding and unhappings she went her mothers 
 home after 11 months of marriage. But in the 

 separation period we have treid to settle the matter 
 in every respect. But my mother in law is not 

 willing to send her back, she wanted me to live with 
 her in their house. But how this is possible. After 

 long seperation and communication we agreed to hire 
 a seperate house and live in there and therefore Me 
 and my wife started searching a rented home and 

 after selecting a home again her mother disagreed. 
 Now when we approached their relatives they informed 

 us that they are waiting for your startup and they 
 are blaming us thay we have demanded money from them 

 and all that rubbish. Our marriage is a love 
 marriage, She is from a poor family then how can 

 they blame on us. Now Our relatives guided us not to 
 anything because they are just awaiting for your 

 commencement, once you go to court for setelling the 
 matter and help they will blame you and charge 

 section 498A on you and your family. We are god 
 fearing people and we dont know police and legal 

 matters much. We are very disturbed now, my father 
 has treid to commit suicide once seeing my 

 condition. I am the only son. Please help us and 
 guide what to do. Please .......... we still want to 

 settle the matter but girl doesnt want to go against 
 her mother as she is freigten that Marriage was your 
 own decision now again if you choose your decision, 

 then no relation will exists in between us. Please 
 help us......
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Amit gupta 

My self amit gupta, working in govt co. living in 
 delhi, married to a girl of Uttar Pradesh. At the 

 time of marriage some disabilities ot my wife was 
 not disclosed to us. She is suffering from  epilapsy(fits), one leg is short.  

 After all these disablities or illness , i am ready 
 to continue my life with her. But now she sharts 

 creating problem for me and threatened to make me 
 the vitim of dowry case. I married in feb 2002. I  have one female child also.  

  
 Can u help me by suggesting some suitable stem for  me. 

 thanks
__________________________________________________ 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around  

http://mail.yahoo.com 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Ronik Garg 

I am a NRI and going through the worst nightmares of 
  

 my life..My brother got married 3 yrs back and one  month 
 after the marriage, my sis-in-law starts threatning  my 
 brother to live his life as per her conditions else  she 

 would put all my life behind bars under section  498A. 
  

 My family is being tortured by her, she starts using 
 Abusive language and one day she crossed all the   limits, she raised her hand on my brother.. 

  
 Now we want to divorce her to have our family life  back 

 on track.. but now her family and her relatives are  
 threatning my family back in India that they will  

 report in the Police that we asking for dowry and  put 
 all of us behind bar, else we took her back in our  

 family, we want to divorce her for sure as we can't   live with her... 
  

 I want to know that what's the law say.. i think  that 
 its 2 Yr after tha marriage date, police don't do  any  

 inquiry and police do the inquiry before arresting  the  innocent family.. 
  

 Please advise me.. what to do as my family is going  through the worst nightmares of their lifes.. 
  

 How could i save my family back in India...? 
  

 Please help help help me.... 
  

 Thanks
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Sunil 

Hi to everyone and I am visting this 
> forum for the first time as out of sheer 

> desperation-I like many others am a potential victim 
> of section 498a –a lot has been discussed 

> already about the section but what has been done for 
> the victims and what respite have they got for this 

> section is proving to be a nightmare for not just 
> the victim but the victims are the whole families 

> who are reeling under the haunting implications of 
> this section which is actually destroying there 

> mental peace and makes them a social outcaste for no 
> offence committed by them. The section is misused 

> not only in court but a lot earlier than that-for 
> now the girl and her family use it to threaten the 
> males family with dire implications such as arrest 

> and police torture in case any of their demands are 
> not-the situation is going from bad to worse and 

> marriage has become a nightmare for all the males in 
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> India-as per me –I am a doctor married to a 
> doctor who is so obsessed with foul language that 

> she would use it as and when and that to for me and 
> my family and that to in public and when asked 

> why-the reason is that she has been using it since 
> long and now it is a habit-it does not end here for 
> her father says that I and my family have to bear 

> with it as we are now married. 
> also no dowry was taken or ever demanded and now 

> issues like this are being raised that because no 
> dowry was given so probably that is the reason that 
> I am not happy with the marriage-also my father is a 
> retired army officer from a snior post and my mother 

> is a doctor herself and their plight today is that 
> one dream they had has been completely destroyed for 
> they wanted a daughter and not a daughter in law and 

> this is what they have to put up with. 
> They are old people and we are constantly being 

> threatened with dire consequences like even 
> shootouts and things because the girls father was in 

> crime branch and is a senior official in the 
> government,.also he claims to know the senior most 

> officials in police and that they are his best of 
> friends and as we are a simple family with no such 
> contacts we do not know what to do-my father has 
> stopped eating food and is constantly under this 
> fear that we all will get arrested thus his health 

> has gone down and he has ended up with depression 
> ,not to say my mother who is an operated case of 

> breast cancer and is hypertensive has stared getting 
> uncontrolled hypertension with constant headache and 
> she starts crying when she sees me so many times a 

> day.now the situation is this that they and me do 
> not go out anywhere as this threat looms over our 

> heads –I cannot work and concentrate on my 
> patients.also I am not allowed to go out anywhere 
> alone for they fear that something may happen to 
> me.as per the girl she stayed only 32 days in the 
> family and out of these days I was subjected to 

> constant abuses in the night and life is and was a 
> living hell. 

> I have been demoralized to such a level by her 
> saying that she compares with me to her old 

> boyfriend and that my endowments are not to the 
> mark-also as she considers herself beautiful I am 

> not what she thought of and that she was forced into 
> marriage by her father. 

> Considering all this and being faced with all this 
> does not it seem proper that someone somewhere 

> please if can help get back to me -thanking you in  anticipation. 
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Dr. Sandeep Verma 

I, Dr. Sandeep Verma, am an  Orthopaedics Surgeon, presently in Saudi Arabia. My 
 parents are in INDIA. We  are also victims of 498a. I want to put some 

 Criminal petition against my  in-laws and my wife in India who are harrasing my 
 parents and my married  sisters in India. Please E-mail me a copy of 

 criminal petition which you  have filed ( I just want to get some hints regarding 
 how to write this  petition)so that I could also also able to put a 

 criminal petition against  my in-laws too. Please guide me in this matter. 
 Hoping an early reply. 

 With Regards, 
 An innocent Victim like you, 

 Dr. Sandeep Verma 
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Yash 
Regarding the ariticle 498A, I am one of the suffered victim of the case. 

We are five members in the family my father expired 14 years ago, an my elder brother got married an Agra bassed girl on 30th April, 2002. She is mentally not fit, she had psychological problem (she had one of her bua, and one of her uncle CHACHA) in her 
family with the psychological problem. This fact was sidelined from us at the time of marriage. and since we don't have any elder one in our family to do the investigation as my mother she is an illitrate lady and in marriage kind of issued ladies are not advices to 

speak too much. 
 

we she came home for the first time we have noticed some of her activities but ingnored feeling that she is in new house so will take some time to adjusted herself. she stayed there 7 days in our house for the first time and left. After that when she came second 
time still her behaviour was not up to the mark. mammy had asked her if she had any prob. but she denied. after noticing these activities after a week mammy had called her parents in Agra and they replied that she may feeling had some Upari chakkar as she was 

taking medicine here but forget to carry it with her.  
 

So they said to send her back to their home. we send her back to here home in Agra and after that despite of making lots of phone calls they always said that their doughter is undergoing for a treatment and when she will be well they will inform us to take her 
back. This situations lasts long for about 6 months and finally they told us that either u take her back as she is other wise we will file a dowry case againts u and will put all of u in behind the bars.  

 
after that mammy had done village to talk to some elderly persons regarding the situation they assured us for help in this regard saying that if the girl is not mentally fit for marriage or having any psychological problem then he should make the settlement on 

whatever he had spend in the marriage as there is no point of spoiling the life of the boy. 
 

a social meeting was arranged, they found that girl is not up to the mark and suggested him(girls father) to make the settlement and not get it ot the court. at that time he agrees and after 2 months he filled a case of downry againts us. 
 

I know that if anybody asks the girl that what she had mentioned in the FIR logged againts us she will not be able to explain that.. 
 

as she so narrow mind... now they are trying to get maintenance fine from my elder brother. 
 

he has to leave the co. where he was working due to 21 days of imprisionment. and now earning his leaving by doing some electrical work and generator servicing. 
 

we have told this story so manny times to the advocate we have. but he allways said that nothing can be done the is entitled to get maintenance from the husband. 
 

can anybody have any suggetion on this then pleas mail me if we can be saved on any ground. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Dr.Parag vohra 
 

Comments:: sir, 
i along with my family was implicated in false case. 

i recently got usa work permit visa. can u tell 
whether i can go abroad to work while 406/498a pending. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

sunita agarwal 
 

Comments:: Dear sir, 
my sister in law has ran away from my 

brother's house with her 11 month baby.Now my sister 
in laws father has lodged a FIR in our town police 
station charging my father,mother,brother and me 

under ipc section 498A,364 and 120B act 3/4 DP Act. 
I don't have any connection with them as i am 

married 11 years ago and I know that none of my 
parents and brother are guilty in any way.They have 

put this case to take money from us. 
So kindly advice me that how can I get remedy 

from this. 
 

Thanking You, 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Kavita JAin 
 

Comments:: Permit me to write some of my family 
problems.  

I am belonging to a middle class family. My father 
is working in the Military Engineering Service 

(M.E.S.), New Delhi. We are four children – two boys 
and two girls. My elder brother (Devinder) got 

married on 7th March 2002 according to the Hindu 
Marriage Act. It was an arranged marriage. 

On that day she (bride - Kusum Lata) came with white 
Lahanga and no other bridal makeup, we all got 

shocked to see her on that condition. After all the 
marrige ceremony we brought her to Delhi on 8th 

March 02.  
On 10th March her father came to Delhi & took her 
back to Badhau for pagfere rasam. After one & half 
month, on 20-04-02, except my father all of us went 

to Badau to take her back. That time they did not 
welcome us. They told my brother to stay back there 

for few days, but he refused their proposal.  
On 21-04-02 morning when we were packing our bags, 

her father called her upstairs and made her to write 
a note in a diary that, on 21-04-02 she is going to 

Delhi with us, If anything happen to her, her in 
laws will be responsible for that. Seeing this we 

felt so sad and bad. All of us became moody and lost 
the happiness of marriage ceremony. We reached back 

in Delhi. Same day  
(21.04.02) Evening she tried to cut the nerve of her 

hand. My brother came out and called us to his room. 
Suddenly my mother and myself went to their room. 
When we reached her room we saw blood is flowing 

from her hand. I washed her hand, applied some 
medicine and put band-aid. When we asked her why she 

did so, she said my brother did not talk her so she 
tried to suicide. 

On 12th May 2002 her father came to Delhi to take 
her home. When we were taking her to Delhi her 
father made her to a written note, so we too have 

made written statement from her father and herself, 
in an Affidavit Paper, that she is safe and he is 

taking his daughter safely back to home. 
 

On 12th September my father went to her house in 
Badhau to bring her back to Delhi. After reaching 
here again she started problems. She stayed 2 ½ 
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Months with us, then on 28 –11-02 her 
father came along with his two brothers to take her 

back to home. That time my brother did not agree her 
to go home, so they all went outside. After half an 

hour they came with one Police Personal from Dabari 
P/S. Her father claimed that we all misbehaved her 
and asked her dowry. But his daughter (Kusum-my 
sister-in-law) denied that. She has given a written 

statement to the constable that we did not do 
anything against her and she is happy with us. Her 
father and uncles went back with angry. 10-15 days 

went on smoothly. After that again she started 
problems she said that she did not want to stay with 

the family she wanted to live alone.  
 

On 19-12-02 due to her force, my brother took one 
rented room in Palam Village and went away with all 
her household things. There also she could not live 

happily. On 19.01.03 she went to Dabari Police 
Station and lodged one complaint against her husband 

that he used to beat her badly. Police came to our 
house in Madhu Vihar in search of my brother 

Devender, but that time my brother was not there. 
Police told to my father you come to the Police 

station and say sorry to your daughter-in-law, then 
she would cancel the case. My family denied that, 

we said we do not have any case and we are not ready 
to go to any station or court. My brother went to 

the Police Station to take her back to home, but she 
did not come. She sat in the Police Station for two 
days and one night. When her father came to Delhi 

and my brother compromised her she came back home. 
On 21-01-03 my brother sent her to Pilibhit with her 

father (he got transferred this place).  
 

After 7th march 03 my brother filled the divorce 
case but he got only dates & dates.  

 
 
 

My father did not bear all it above so he cut his 
name from the property & put that information in Nav 

Bharat Times Newspaper on 11-06-03.  
 
 

On 26 September Pilibhit police came to Madhu vihar 
with the arrest warrant. Kusum lodged compliant 
against all of us of 498A. She said that on 19th 

March 2003, on the occasion of Holi festival, we all 
went to her house in Pilibhit & misbehaved. We had 

beaten her badly by asking  
1 ½ lakh rupees from her. They arrested my brother 

and father. Suddenly Police took my father and 
elder brother. Because of her father we have got 

lots of problems during those days. He is working in 
Jail. He made lots of trouble for us He also 

created problems for my brother & father in Jail. 
Hearing his words, Policemen misbehaved with them. 

Apart from those Old criminals used to scold them. 
Her father made them misunderstands whole the people 

in the jail by saying something or the other about 
my father & brother. My father is a heart patient 
and is having continuous medicine. So all these 

troubles and insults affects him so much by mentally 
and physically. He became very weak. After one 

month, on 25th Oct 2003 my father got bail because 
of his worse condition of health. He became very 

week. Then my brother got bail only after two months 
(27th Nov 2003). 

 
Now her father used to pressurize my brother to take 

back the divorce unless he will put my mother, 
younger brother and sisters in the Jail. Or he 

should withdraw the dowry case. Then my brother 
withdrawed the divorce case but he did not 

withdrawed back the dowry case.  
 

My brother & father took dates again & again. She 
again filled the case of some amount for her 

livelihoods.  
On 15th Feb –05 my brother got ordered from the 

Pilibhit Magistrate, he has to stay with her for a 
month. So my brother brought her back in Delhi. He 
took a rented room in Madhu Vihar and started to 
stay with her there. There she stayed happily for 
few days, and then she started to quarrel with the 

house owner & gave her warning that she will put her 
in the jail with her family. The house owner Aunty 

came to our house & cried. My Mother asked few days 
from Aunty & said that after 15 March she will go to 

her father’s house. Pls allows to them few days. 
After that that aunty used to spent her whole day in 

neighbours house & came in Night time.  
On 15th March 05, when the magistrate asked from 
her. She said the she wants to live with two months 
with our family & decide after that. So my brother 

brought her back to Madhu Vihar in our house. Here 
she started problems again. My brother started the 

video game business before it he did not work 
anywhere because he has to attends court dates in 

Pilibhit 3-4 times in a month.  
 

We have a small plot in Madhu Vihar, So my parents 
is constructing them that brother & bhabhi will stay 
there & we will stay in our house separately. She 

wakes up every morning after 8.00 am. No body tell 
anything tell her. Every thing going smoothly & 

happily.  
On 24April 05 God knows what happen to her my mother 

went Neighbours house for kirtan & no body was in 
the house. So she phoned 100 no. & told that rescue 

her & we all tortured her badly.  
5-7 police person came to our house & asked about 
it, She denied that she did not phoned. My brother 

tried to solve that problem in home but suddenly she 
came outside she can go to p/s. So police taken my 

brother & her to P/S. Their she lodge compliant 
against my younger brother & sister that they used 

to beat & abuse her badly. After that our 5,000 
Rupees wasted in p.s. then she said that she has 

phoned by mistake. She asked sorry for that action.  
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My father is heart patient & cannot take any thing 

easily. He got lots of problem that night. We cannot 
sleep that night for a moment. He was crying every 

time. My mother also got Mentally & physically 
weakness.  

 
Due to her my parents got physically, mentally & 

financially ill. They need help. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Law to Harass 

  
I'm one of the dowry Prohibition Act (IPC-498A) victim. 

We got married on 26th April 1997. 
Ours was arranged marriage, Since beginning she was not ready to mingle with my Family, only one week we stayed with my parents then we went to Bombay, where I was working. In the 2nd week of marriage she demanded DIVORCE, which I was not ready to give, then she and her 

family started to harass me, After one year our 1st child born; I found out, that she had affair with other man, and she wanted to marry him. But I never questioned her about it. After she come back from delivery, she started act strange, her words were sharp, and she was doing as her mother/
sister tell her. Even once her mother told her in front me, NOT to cook. And she did that. I fought with her that day. She was complaining I was not doing, as she wanted.

All she wanted is; I have to do as she says 
I have to give money to her brothers, whenever they want, and never ask it to return. 

I have to give all my salary in her hand to manage home 
I Should not ask, where she goes at night 

I have to wish her all Family members on occasion, but she never done same to my Family. 
Her Father was threatened me that I have to cook for her Even After coming back from Office 

I have to bring Good Expensive whisky when Family members come home, when I refuse to do coz I'm not drinking and I'm against alcohol; she made to promise to our neighbor that i will start drinking [I see women who pray/do pasting for their husband to STOP drinking.] 
She was insulting me when I drink Pepsi in get-together, saying its Childs drink. 

She was telling smoking was style of society- coz I was not smoking. 
She was telling she was not SLAVE to do house hold work. 

I was doing my laundry 
I can challenge any women in cooking (she never been to kitchen till her marriage) 

She never know how to hold a needle - I was stitching kids cloths and buttons 
She Demanded to write my Flat to her name 

She always demanded to make more new gold ornaments-now she took all my gold with her. 
My Relatives should not come to my house.

On 18th June, At Night 11.30 she called 7/8 relatives to my house, and threatened me, Almost 2 hours they harassed me, threatened me, try to beat; As a Christian I took this matter to Church, on 1st July Church Priest arranged meeting but they walked away insulted, After 2 days at night 
she came with some women relatives took all my money/gold insurance by force. I did`t went to police, thinking it should not made public, but next morning she lodged false complaint of dowry harassment on me. When I came back from office police were waiting for me. I was charge 

sheeted, I never took or demanded single paise as dowry, and even I gave half of the money as wedding expenses. 

Many times I tried to make her understand, our church priest also called her so many times, she was not ready to listen anything, at last our church priest said I'm going abroad, on new job so she came back only for one night to find out, the truth that I'm going aboard or not. As I was not 
sure about my project, so next day she just fade away as she came. 

After 4 months when I requested in court to verify the case, she came to the court Second time and asked for compromise, on condition that I've to take her back from her house, still I agreed for that and I went to her parents house in Mangalore, but she or her parents were Angry and were 
not ready to talk, Her Father tried to hit me, so I came back Empty handed 5th Time. 

On 28th October night 3 men came to my Flat, to threaten me, I did`t opened the door; I knew who they are and sent by whom. Her sister Husband was arrested/convicted for murder of his Brother-in-law for 7 years, and they have criminal background, in Bombay for just 1000Rs they 
murder someone. I did`t went to police because before that, also I went to lodge complaint, when her Family members threatened me to break my arms and limbs, Police made me to wait for 2 hours, and took my statement, but did nothing. Next day everyone advised me to leave the city. 

On 30th Oct 2000 I left India 
without telling whereabouts to my parents even. 

I was contacting my friend through Email and asking for the court date. 
 

After 5 years, this case is still going on, she never came to the court, but LAW turn blind eye on that, if I'm not present for one court date, they issue Arrest warrant for me. Even my lawyer is not doing anything, he try to get more money, I paid so much money, and totally I spent 3 Lakhs of 
Rupees in last 5 years. Still nothing happened. 

Court issued 4 Warrants against me so far, After Every Warrant i went to indian and Cancelled it, my lawyer says Court sent summons to her; she never came to the court to prove her complaint; unless she comes i cann`t prove my innocence. Law / Court / Judge is not doing anything than 
give dates after dates.

Meanwhile i wrote to President of india and he forwarded my mail to Karnataka State Legal Authority, as i`m native of Karnataka; They Adivced me to approch Maharashtra State legal Authority as my case is in Vasai - Thane - Maharashtra. i wrote to them and went to meet too but 
concerned Officer was not in his office for 2 days.

Now After MSLA order my case is Transferd to Deputation Court,and new judge gave me another date.

If her complaint was true, why she is not coming to court.

If i ever took or Demanded single paise as dowry, i would have never dare to write to President of india or any Law Authorities.

In india women do anything thats right,they have Law support Even Misuse of law.

If women ask for Divorce and her husband is not coming to court,court send strickt notice and finish this divorce within 6 months; If same man do and women is not coming,court give date after date,and he will not get divorce for 6 years unless he goes to higher Court.

This is our Great Law.
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posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Jerome Quadros 
 

Comments:: I met my wife thru' internet website, we 
married in Sept 2003 in Bombay, within a few months 
marriage broke down as i found her lying, deceiving, 
incompatible and loose character; she was 2 months 

pregnant at that time when i repatriated her from 
UAE to India in March 2004, since then she's living 

at her parents place. She sent a legal notice 
demanding maintenance and is reported to have given 

birth to a son 6 months ago. I found she had many 
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affairs, including with a Pakistani, to whom she 
used to meet at his residence in UAE. I received lot 
of threats and blackmail for money and in April 2005 
i found she has lodged a false complaint under 498A 
IPC against me, my mother and 3 sisters of dowry, 

mental torture, stealing her mangalsutra etc. My 
mother and 1 handicapped sister were detained by 
police for 6 days, my father died of shock and heart 

attack, i and my 3 sisters were advised against 
attending our father's funeral in Bombay becos of 
the nature of complaint, where i learned one of my 

uncle who borrowed Rs.55,000/- as loan money from me 
has colluded with her in the complaint saying i gave 

him this money to keep his mouth shut and one police 
friend of her's has sided to make arrest. 

 
I sought advice of many lawyers, who tell not to 
visit Bombay, as besides getting arrested, our 
passports will be taken into custody, we can't 

travel or leave the country, we will lose our jobs 
etc. 

 
Please advice. 

 
Thanks/Regards 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Ratan kumar 
 

My Very Pleasant Good Morning and please accept my 
Greetings to the ASSOCIATION OF VICTIMS OF 498A 

 
I am desparately searching the web for quite some 

time. 
To brief you about my very own misery even in short, 
perhaps lead to aberration of the case , However I am 
attempting to give only the details of cases and their 

status. 
 

1. I filed for Divorce and was granted by the Competent Court in the year 2003. 
2. My Ex-Wife filed 498A complaint against me and my family members and the proceedings are still going on ( In other words, Complainant and her associates are absconding from court) . 

3. My Ex-Wife subsequently filed for “ Restitution of Conjugal rights “ and obtained Restitution rights from Court, but failed to join me and subsequently even the “ Restitution of conjugal rights was dismissed by the same court who granted it. 
4. My Ex-Wife filed for Maintenance and failed to appear before the court for cross examination, and the Maintenance petition was dismissed. 

 
Because of the frequent hearing dates of cases filed by my worst-half and her constant approach to my office, I was compelled to resign from my service and attended each and every hearing of courts. However , she failed to turn up at the court for her cross 

examination and the cases were dismissed on account of her absence.  
 

In the mean time, I made some subtle enquiries and came to know that, her uncle is Police Inspector ( S.H.O) and is instrumental in the manipulation of the Dowry Harassment case. 
 

Now the current situation is ( since last 2years) , Criminal Court issued summons to police to serve summons to the Complainant and her associates. Police are seeking time as they are unable to trace the Complainant and her associates and are not committing in 
writing anything to Court.  

 
The learned Judge is simply giving long adjournments without issuing appropriate instructions to police and not at all listening to my Counsel. 

 
One more thing, which may be of worth mentioning here is, the subject Dowry Harassment case was filed in the Court and later referred to Police for investigation (This manipulation was perhaps done as there were standing instructions to police that no F.I.R can 

be booked without proper investigation and perhaps police themselves wanted to clear from any future controversies involving department. ) 
 

Few more prima facie eye catchers are listed below 
 

1. The complaint filed in the court doesn’t contain the addresses of two of the witnesses. 
2. Police filed the charge sheet in the court, along with the supposed statements of witnesses duly recorded by them, but are not aware of the addresses of the witnesses. 

3. The complaint in fact created a false jurisdiction and manipulated the system and abused the very basic pre-requisites of a eligible justice seeker. 
4. The complaint gave multiple addresses as her place of residence in the cases filed by her. 

5. There are ample contradictory states in the cases filed by her. 
6. Even creation of false jurisdiction is clearly visible in the cases filed by the Complainant. 

 
My parents are both Senior citizens and my father expired because of mental trauma on account of my ex-wife's misdeeds and her family members continued harassment. 

 
Even know they are making blank phone calls/ blank S.M.S messages and even sending people to our house. We informed every thing to our Advocate/ police, but they are another dead end as usual.  

 
One more thing, the lady in question ( my ex worst-half ) is trying to go abroad, there is ample evidence on this front as well (I am afraid, she must have already left the country as well ) .  

 
1. The big question, is she another trickster, who wanted to extract money ?  

 
OR 

 
2 Emergence of new legalized Dowry Harassment racket ( similar to Stamp/ Fodder/ Defense/ Stock scams which rocked our country earlier). 

 
Imagine the prospects of the existence of the legalized harassment system in the name of DOWRY and the revenues it must have generated by the crooks. 

 
Note : I am in possession of letters and other valid documentary evidence, which clearly proves my innocence and capable of proving the false allegations. 

 
You are kindly requested me give me some time and suitable advise. 

 
Thanking you, 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Abhijit D.Potdar: 
 

I got maried on 23feb2004.First six months went fine 
then my wife's parents started interfering in our 

married life.  
I stay away from my parents. with her parents influnce 
my wife started fiting with me and wanted me to meet 
her and her family's demands which didn't happen, so 
on september 1st she went to stay with her parents for 

one week at that time she was 3and half month 
pregnant. 

she didn't return for 10 days and suddenly on 11th she 
came with father, mother, brother,mother's sister her 

husband all attacked me with bad words and throwing 
all 

items in my house they also collected her items packed 
and left. 

I clled her mother's sister to get her back they told 
let ganpati period pass then they will call me. 

15 days passed and no reply from them. in between my 
wife called my best friend to her house and told 

complete false things. 
On 30th september I personally went to my wifes 

residence to bring her back but she didn't come, On 15 
th October my wife called my best friends parents to 
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her relatives house and told that my wifes grandmom 
who was nures when she was working has treated my wife 

as abortion took place, my mother in -law told to my 
friends parents that they kept the abortion news 

hidden for 26 days. 
When I went to her place to get her back, she kept the 

abortion information hidden from me and stated 3 
conditions to come back 

a) stay near her parents place 
b) cut my relations with my parents 

c) apologise to her parents and listen as they say 
 

Her parents always interfered in my salary and my 
lifestyle.My wife also deposited my money in her 

account which was before marriage A/C. 
 

Her parents also tried to create pressure from a 
influnce person. 

 
I want Divorce from her,8 months has passed they have 

not approched me.  
 

Please can you guide me what has to be done as if she 
files case against i & my parents would be behind bars 

and I will lose my job. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Shankar 
 

Comments:: Hi, 
My wife had filled a false 498A suit against me and 

my family. we have all the necessary proofs. We are 
from mumbai and they have filed it in Rajasthan. 

They are just harrasing as. Is it possible to 
approach High court to direct the trial court to 

start the proceedings 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Amit Sharma: 
I am marrid in 2001 with a girl who belongs to 

Ludhiana, Within few days i was clear that she married 
me for the money and house, there were querls between 
me and my wife because she never listen me. Now we 

have one baby, but she left the home on 20th April 
2005, she is now make false eligation of dowry & menal 

torture. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Rams:- 
 

I am an NRI and was staying in a foreign country for 
the past 7 yrs. I got married in 1998 to my maternal 
uncle's daughter and after few days I left the India. 
After few months later I came to India and staright 

way I went to her home.(They stay in Maharashtra and 
we stay in Andhra). When I went to first time itself 

only their parents insulted me for nothing and asked 
me to go out of their home. Some how I managed at my 

home without telling and after I spent few day in my 
home I brought her to the country where I was working. 

There she always used to condemn my parents and 
threatened me if I wanted to call my home. She always 

used to ask her to but jewellaries and money. When she 
was there his father also used to ask me money. She 
used to not to respect me at all and not used to coock 
or bahave properly. If I talk to my friends wives when 

they come to my home or any of my lady colleagues if 
they meet outside she used to create lot of fuss and 
problems. Even if I try to talk to my own sisters over 
the phone also she used to say lots of things. I used 

to invite my friends and my colleagues for lunch 
during weekends some time as I also visit their home. 
One time I invited one of my Indian lady colleague(she 
helped me for getting a job)for lunch, when she came 
she created lot of problem. Since then on she always 

used to say I had a links with her. Like this 
whomsoever I talked(even my friends wives also) she 
used to say the same. Everyday she used to call India 

and used to tell whomsoever I was talking with. 
Instead of telling some thing to her they used to 

scold from there as if I become a romeo. After a year 
and half bearing her torture I sent her to India for 

delivery. In the mean I gave her lots of jewelles and 
money to her father. Even after she reached India also 

I continuously used to send money to her and her 
father whenever they ask. After she gave birth a child 
I went to India hoping her mentality changed, but in 

contrast she and her parents more accused me and my 
parents. Then I wanted to bring her to my home but her 
mother never let her. Her mother also came with her to 

my home and until I leave my home(within 5-6 days) her 
mother aske me to go out of my home and take a 

separate home. Her mother used to threaten my that she 
would complain to Police that I harrased her daughter 

unless I stay in India and that too not with my 
parents. Then I simply taken one rantal home 

separately in Hyderabad(which is far from my home 
town)and stayed away from my parents. During this time 
her parents and her family visited many times and used 

to threaten me. My parents used to visit us seldom 
(because of her nature) and whenever they come to my 
house she used to fight with me and my parents. One 
time I planned to go Tirupati with my parents and my 
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wife. She immidiately told me to bring their parents 
also. Then I took everybody (her family members and my 

family members) to Tirupati. After going there she 
always fought with me whenever I talked to my parents 

and my sister. One time when we were crossing the road 
there in Tirupat I hold my sister's hand crossed the 

Road. For that she created a lot of problem and there 
it self only they threatend us they would go to Police 

station and complain against us. Somehow we (me and my 
parents) came home and after reached I decided not to 
stay in India nomore. I asked her to come with me but 
she refused and went with her parents to their home 

(Maharashtra) immidiately. After they left me I 
returned to the contry where I used to work before. 

After reaching there many times I asked her to come to 
there and I told her I'll send her Visa. Instead she 

always used to say if I send money to her father she 
would come. Then I sent many times. Like that around 4 

Lakhs I sent to her father(excluding of electronic 
goods,clothes,mobile phones,etc). After I waited for 

her few months I came back to India again to fetch her 
with me. Once I go there only they stared fight with 

me. Her nature completely changed. She used to not to 
cook,serve food, not to eat,not to comeout, anything 

with me. Somehow I managed her and brought her to my 
home. I thought I could stay for 1,2 weeks in my home 

and could change her mind and then go back with her to 
the country where I was working. But as soon as I 

brought her she again started the same thing. She used 
to not to do any single work(Ours is a joint family). 

If anybody cooks (either my sister-in-law or my 
mother)only she used to eat. Every one minute she need 

to talk to her mother(over STD) and she used to listen 
whatever her mother said from there(from Maharashtra). 
She even not to do anywork to me, go out with me, eat 
with and not even allow me to sleep with her. ne night 

she pushed me out of my bed room in the middle of the 
night and locked her self inside and threatend me she 
would create a problem if I come into the house(this 
happened in my own house, I slept outside that night 

and didn't want to wake up my parents and tell 
this).She always used ask me to deposit some money 

into her account in the middle of the nights other 
wise she fights. After few days when I was not at home 
her parents came(they planned this before she came 
with me ) to our home and created a lot of problem, 

shouted & blamed my parents. When I came they used 
abused vulgar language on me and my parents on the 

streets for nothing. Until that time my parents didn't 
know that we were not having good terms and even I 

didn't tell also(Until 5 yrs of my marriage). My 
father is a reputed person in my place and everybody 

started seeing us differently. By seeing all these i 
lost my patience and I went in my home and consumed 

some poison. Immidiately my parents took me to 
hospital and luckily I got survived. After few days I 

came out from hospital and as soon as I entered home 
they again started abusing and scolding with vulgar 
language and took her daughter with them to their 
state(Until I come from hospital they stayed in my 

home and used to go my neighbouring houses and used to 
tell lots of negative things about us). After few days 
we got to know through my close relatives that the 
were planning to file 498A and also wanted to go 

APWomensCell. I immidiately filed a divorce and while 
filing I attached some DD receipts (which I sent to my 
uncle but not all as I didn't keep everything, around 

11/2 lakh rupees). This happened in 2003 September. 
After few days we tried thru some mediators for 

compromising but they fired and scolded the mediator 
and sent him off. Then I left again India. After few 

months they filed a petition in Supremecourt and asked 
for the change of state. It ran for 6 months and after 

6 months Supremecourt gave the order in their favour 
and the file shifted to Mahrashra court. Since then 

the case was there and nothing moving. Few months back 
suddenly my sster (unmarried) died and this made my 
mother to suffer a lot and she got stroke on the same 

day. Afte I got this news I immidiately left the 
country and went to India but I couldn't even attend 

my sister's funeral instead I directly went to 
Hyderabad and admitted in Hospital. My mother was in 
coma for 3 days and she was in ICU for 10 days and 
after 14 days she was discharged. During this period 

so many came to see her and enquired about my mother's 
health but from my in-laws nobody came and even made a 

single call to us(my uncle is my mother's own 
brother). As soon as she got discharged I took her to 
my home(not in Hyderabad, different place) and the 

next day I returned as I needed to attend my job. When 
my inlaws know (my sister's death and my mother's 
stroke) thru my other relatives they said to them as 

they were not related to us and were nothing to bother 
about it. Eversince I filed divorce(I fled for the 
safety of my parents against 498A) I tried thru 
mediators to settle the issue many times but 

everything went vain and I wasted lot of money on 
this. Eversince my mother discharged from hospital my 

mother is not feeling well. She is always thinking 
about me(she thinks that because of her I married my 

uncle's daughter and she spoiled my life) and my 
sister and making her health detoriating. Eversince 

the file came to Mumbai the case didn't move a single 
inch. My lawyer in Maharashtra(Mumbai) is doing 

nothing and also saying nothing. Seeing my mother's 
health and my situation everybody advising me to 

remarry(as I am at 34 yrs old now). Now I want to come 
to India and took my mother with me to this country.  
But I heard thru somebody that they may file against 

me 498A if I come to India. I am the Permanent 
Resident of this country. I really don't know how to 

solve my problem, can anybody give any suggestion or 
advice me? 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  
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Vivek Sharma 
I want a opinion from your side i.e I was married on 22nd april 2004 and due to 

the nature of my wife and my inlaws we could not 
continue.My wife made a complaint in CAW crime against 

women cell in september 2004 aginst me,my 
father,mother and sister.Basically it was a false 

complaint and we know very well the implications of 
IPC 498 so we can't do anything but just to wait and 
watch.We took anticipatory bail from the sessions 

court in delhi in october 2004 and attended the 
proceedings/investigations of CAW cell.The only motive 
of my wife and inlaws was to extract money from me and 

to subject me under mental torture.Inspite of that we 
made an out of court settlement for Rs seven lakhs and 

we have paid four lakhs in advance after signing 
mutually an agreement deal in the presence of both the 
guardians and counsels of both the side.After this my 
wife said that she would take her complaint back from 
CAW cell in delhi.Please let me know can she really 

take her complaint back since I have read that section 
498 is incompoundable ? Please not that no FIR has 

been registered against us yet. 
 

Please provide me the guidance/ans asap since i am 
undergoing deep mental torture. 

 
Thanks and Regards, 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

varun 
Am 36 yr old guy. Got married in Jan'98. Marriage had 

been on rocks almost since the very beginning. Reason, 
the aggressive and moody behaviour of my wife coupled 

with acidic tongue and on top of it her father having 
a belief that he is very well connected and he could 

crush me and my family in a jiffy.  
 

we had three long sepeartions in these seven years, 
all engineered by her father. In the previous to the 

last one he used threats by socially powerfl peaople 
etc. However, it didn't help him much. In the last 
sepeartion, he made my wife file "restitution of 
conjugal rights" against me with wildest dowry 

allegations (Interestingly, the total money spent by 
my wife's side in the weddin is so very little that 

anybody can see that I could not have been dowry lover 
to marry in such a simple manner). Any after two years 

just before trial of the case could begin, thy 
withdrew the case, to which I objected and she was 
asked to pay me a cost of Rs. 5000/-. immediately 

afterwardwards, I got summons from Women cell. Now, 
whle people in women cell have been treating me 

decently but I 've not been shown the complaint nor 
told about its content. Though, it has been told to me 
that it is a criminal complaint. As such I've a strong 
case, and if contested in a court, I should be able to 
prove that my wife is lying but in general when my 

wife and her parents and brother misbehave with me in 
police station i'm told that they are sufferers being 

the family of a gilr!!...Interestingly, now my wife 
and her parents have started saying that good are the 
people who take all the dowry in one go...and not like 

us who demand again and again!!!... 
 

In the marriage of seven + yrs I've lived with my wife 
only less than two years and last saw her in police 

station after a gap of more than two years. In between 
i've only interacted with her thru email or sms only, 

whwerin I've confirmed to her several times that 
whatever things of hers that are with me are hers and 

if required by her could be collected anytime... 
 

Please suggest what do I do now? trust me, I write 
with utmost honesty and never in my wildest dream have 

thought of dowry or harassing my wife. In fact, 
inspite of all such villiany from their side I've 

acted with very high degree of patience!...I also have 
six yr old son, who she does not allow me to meet. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Vanessa Murphy Kapoor 
 

I am writing to you because I have 
reached a desperate level and I have nowhere else to 

turn. My name is Vanessa Murphy Kapoor, I am an 
American married to an NRI. I have only traveled to 

India once, and that for less than 2 weeks. This 
trip was a happy occasion, one that allowed me to 

meet my husband’s family and to get to know them and 
vise-versa. Since my departure from India my life 

has been a nightmare. My family and I have become 
victims of the rampant misuse of the 498A laws in 
India. My brother-in-law’s wife and her family have 

falsely accused my family of some sort of abuse and 
are demanding obscene amounts of money to settle 
this fraudulent case. My 54-year-old mother-in-law 
has been imprisoned for over two weeks now and I 

have been told that she will remain there 
indefinatly. She is a diabetic widow whose health 

is failing. I must be quite frank with you, she is 
dying. I have been informed that the only way to 

get her out of prison is to settle with my 
brother-in-laws wife and her family. I have been 

told that if I do not do this, my mother-in-law 
could spend up to 3 years in prison for a crime she 

did not commit. She has been arrested and 
imprisoned based solely on the statements of a 
deceptive young woman who is looking only for 
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financial gain at my personal expense. There has 
been no investigation of any kind. No evidence to 

substantiate her fraudulent claims. It is simply 
her word. I ask you, what should I do? I have an 
attorney in New Delhi working on this case but I 

feel he may not be the best in this area because he 
seems to be continually blindsided by the other 
side. In the United States this type of activity is 
called extortion and I would be able to bail my 

mother-in-law out of prison while the charges were 
being investigated. I have been informed that in 

India people accused of 498A charges are “guilty 
until proven innocent”. Do you have any suggestions 

on what steps should I take in this unfortunate 
situation?  

 
Thank you for you time. 

 
Sincerely, 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

A KHello, Do you have a branch or person in Mumbai whom I can contact? 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Pradip Roy 
Victim of 498A after 14yrs of marriage.Wife in shelter 

of rulling party cadres of W.B.I had to leave Govt 
job and leave W.B. Neither supported by police & state administration. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Sanil Sukumaran 
I was wondering whether you could send some 

information and details of the 498A of IPC. What your 
(NRI) rights are if you accused of it, what the 

procedure, etc etc. I and my relatives are currently 
being accused of the crime.  

 
Any help in this matter is greatly appreciated. 

 
I look forward to your reply 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Bengoli guy 
Is there a way out to fight against the IP 498 A when 

the gal brought this charge ? And it's false. Even 
after bringin the charge, the gals family are trying 

to negotiate and asking 4 lacks to have a one time 
settlement. But they did harashed my old parents and 

put them in jail for 10 days ..now I was thinking to 
fight against them but seek your advice on this as I 

am getting a offer from them. Do you think that court 
will cooperate with the wife rather than the husband ? 
found lot's of example but I don't know what to do. I 
just can't accept the humiliation that they did to my 

parents. 
regards. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Asha kiran 
this is regarding my brother..in which case I am also 

named as accused...can u pl tell me who I can contaact 
to get some advice 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Ashish Mathur 
I am Ashish Mathur, originally from Delhi, now settled 

in Ludhiana because my in-laws wanted me to live 
separately from my other two brothers and mother. But, 
even here my wife beats me and I feel helpless at her 

hands. I have left her at her parents' home in Delhi 
and am living alone here in Ludhiana, but I feel 

danger to my life from my in-laws. Please save me. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Vijay Bhatt. 
Me and family members are victim of 498A. The father 

of my wife is misusing 498A. 
 

What goes wrong. 
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After get married i know that my wife is having mental 
retirdation, and as per doctor it's not curable. 

Then i have decided to take divorce and her father has 
made false complaint against us. 

and we have spent 5 day's in central jail. 
 

Please help us. 
 

thank you very much. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Sanjay Srivastava:- 
I am 37 years old and 

working as senior 
scientist at Indian Institute of Soil Science, Bhopal. 

This oeganization comes under Indian Councils of Agricultural Research. 
My higher education (M. Sc. and Ph. D) was from Indian Agricultural 

Research Institute, New Delhi. 
 

I was married on 21 February, 1997. I have two daughters having age of 4 and 6 yrs. 
 

On 25 December, 2003 my wife lodged an FIR at Gorakhpur, 
UP against me. She charged me of dowry harssment. However, unlike many 

other incidences, I was not arrested by the police. Instead police made a 
final report in which all the charges against me were found baseless. 

However, my father in law approached the police for reinvestigation. In 
the reinestigation also they did not file the chargesheet. But again there 

was third investigation and this time thay have filed the chargesheet 
putting 498A and 3/4 DP act and issued a non bailable warrant against me 
on February 15, 2005. This I have come to know only 10 days back.I am 
regularly attending my office but so far nobody has come to arrest me. 

 
Can you guide me as how I have to proceed. My lawyers are not guiding me 

properly. I want to have more interaction from you. On hearing from you I 
will tell you the entire story in detail. Please respond. 

 
Yours faithfully 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Rediff:- 
 

False 498a is going on against me and 
parents since last 7 years(my age 36), it will go for 
another 4 to 5 years atleast. Fed up with court and 
law etc. Now I came across a lady. We like to stay 
with each other "Living together" relationship and 

fight 498a. What kind of trouble ex-wife and in-laws 
can create? what are the problems we might have to 

face?, how we can handle them?, New lady is ready to 
stay with me in living together relationship, till i 

get divorce and get cleared from 498a, whatever time 
let it take. She is ready to face all difficulty. 

However she prefer to have kids (my earlier marriage 
spoiled in just 20 days, so there are no issues from 

earlier marriage). Here I am very much concerned, what 
will be status of children?. Is it possible to give 

them name? So there education should not suffer?, 
Before we proceed further , want to ensure kids will 

not get suffered?. How this can be done? What law says 
abot this? does law understand living together 

relationship? how it will treat the same? 
 

Rediff 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Amarjit Singh:- 
Hi, I am suffering from a false dowry case for the 
last 3years. I have written to Number of people 
including top police officers to conduct a just 

enquiry and sort the matter out. But, all judicial 
system mete out justice to such aggrieved males?Please 

advise me, what should i do? 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Sumanjit Kohli:- 
I had been married to a girl 2 years back,she used to 
ill treat me and This year in the month of March her 

parents asked me to sign on the divorce papers which I 
signed.In the mean time i fell in love with another 

girl and want to marry her.My divorce due date is on 
2nd Of September which is 6 months from the date of 

filing for divorce.Please advice if there is any 
clause as to if I can obtain divorce before 6 months 
of filing for divorce.Because I want to immediately 

get my divorce.Also advice if I can immediately 
remarry after my mutual divorce date...please answer 

because I am very worried. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Pradeep:- 
 

Hi, 
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I along with my parents and relatives have been 
chargesheeted in false 498A dowry act. I am very 

shocked.I don't know what to do. Please help. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Chandan:- 
my wife is threatening me that she will proceed 

against me and file dowry harrasement case. Advice me 
what shall i do. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Praveen:- 
My wife had filed 498A case, and also filed a 

maintenance for herself and son(2.7yrs). She filed 
without any reason, just she don't want ot live with 

my parents. She threaten to live seperately. Now i am 
living seperately with her and son, but she is not 

withdrawing the maintenance and 498a. pls give me 
advice how should i cope up with this situation, 

because it unneccessary give me stress. she always 
force me to forget my parents, this is impossible as i 
am the only son. All she has done to get rid of my 

parents. And i assure that nobody has torture her. All 
the alligation mention is false. pls help me. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

MANU :- 
I feel a threat of 498A. My wife left on 8/04/2005 

along with my 20 months old son. We were married in 
2002 April. There has been constant interference of my 
parent in law. Please advice me URGENTLY as I face 
being arrested along with my sisters (both married).  

 
PLEASE ADVICE WHAT SHOULD I DO !!!! 

 
HELP 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

gopal maheshwari.m.p.burhanpur 
hello ,there is large misuse of 498A .in fact i am 
presently suffering from false case .it is an ideal 

and very good examples of mis use .in my case the 
prima facie is only to know that this is the false 

case.but we cant do because all the rights are of 
women .reply back and suggest us what to do against 

this false case ans how to get relief 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Vandana:- 
 

i would like to know what help you could render. i am 
a victim of this law and i am terribly annoyed to see 

how corruption and malpractice can destroy an entire 
family. Women were kept like queens, but it is they 
who opted for equality and dug their own grave. in 
this current setup women have to pay the price for 

having acted stupidly having to work both at home and 
at office. this i think has resulted in many a 

women's woes of adjustment problems. most of these 
cases are actually adjustment problems. women using 

this law to satisfy their ego for having failed at the 
altar of marriage is no justice, but this is what one 
can expect from a species on earth called female 

gender. mind it this comes from a female! i have seen 
the sufferings of both men and women. those of men in 
distress outweigh those of women in distress in failed 
marriages. problems of a failed marriage cannot be 

solved thus through courts but only by COUNSELING! 
this kind of approach only adds fuel to fire. so many 

men commit suicide as men are weak whereas women are 
not weak and they are strong to bear more hardships.  
moreover, these men are successful men in good jobs.  

point to note, you will never find a poor unemployed 
man involved in dowry case! why? i think the answer 
comes very loud and clear. such a man can never be 
blackmailed to pay the ransom these girls ask. nice 

way to make a fast buck i think. then, those who 
succeed in filing this case are only the ones with 

influence! what help can i expect from your 
organization? i will be so grateful if you could do 

something for me. 
 

Vandana 
(sister of a loving brother who is a victim) 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  
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Badrinath Rao, Ph.D.:- 
 

I am a Professor in Sociology and Asian Studies at 
Kettering University in Flint, MI, in the US. I am 

originally from Bangalore. I chanced upon your site 
just today and was intrigued by its contents. I will 
be in Bangalore from May 8th through Sept 24 for 

conducting research on several issues. Among other 
things, I work on socio-legal issues as well. I am 

interested in probing the causes and consequences of 
divorce in Bangalore, particularly among IT 

professionals. I think members of your organization 
will be able to offer useful insights. Could you 

please provide access to your members for my work? 
Also, I will need the help and cooperation of your 
organization for my work. After I hear from you, I 

would be happy to provide more details of my research 
project. My email id is . I look 

forward to hearing from you when you have a moment. 
 

Sincerely, 
Badrinath Rao, Ph.D. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Suresh Dogra:- 
 

A husband and his relatives can be monsters.Equally,a 
wife and her relatives,particularly parents,can be 

monsters. 
 

We were a small happy family of four-I myself,my wife 
and my two sons.We are all short sized.I am just five 

feet and my wife is 4'10".My elder son is 5'2" and 
younger is 5'5".Ours is a cultured and educated 

family.We lay much stress on moral values and have 
absolutely no regard for money.I am a senior college 
lecturer in English,my wife is a housewife and my two 

sons are MBA. 
 

We were a peaceful and happy family till my elder 
son's marriage in July 2003.My elder son is a Sales 

Officer with patroleum PSU IBP and is very well 
settled in his job.While selecting a bride for her,we 

made a grave mistake.We were swayed by the height of 
the girl who happens to be 5'5" tall.Actually,we 
thought that since our son was short sized,his 

children would also be very short if we found him a 
short wife.We ignored everything including the family 
background,education and culture of the girl.But we 

didn't know that we were inviting deep trouble for 
ourselves.Since my son's marriage,we haven't had a 

day's peace. 
 

My son is posted at Ghaziabad where he lives with his 
wife and two children(male twins).I haven't visited 

him there even once.But my wife went to him for three 
days just after one month of his marriage when my 

newly-married daughter-in-law insulted her very 
badly.Thereafter,there was no question of our visiting 

them.My son was utterly helpless.We kept away from my 
son's family in the hope that it would help him make 
adjustment with his wife.But that was not to be.My 
daughter-in-law made my son's life miserable by 

humiliating and taunting him for his short height.She 
kept telling him repeatedly that she didn't want to 

marry an "incomplete" man but was forced by her father 
to do so.She kept throwing temper tantrums every now 
and then.My son holds a tough marketing job.He needs 
a peaceful atmosphere at home.But his wife made his 

life hell so that it began to tell upon his mental and 
physical health. 

 
My daughter-in-law has low mental level and is very 

foul-mouthed.She uses very bad words for my son.And 
she is encouraged in all this by her father who keeps 
telling her to bully my son so that he remains under 

her thumb. 
 

When twins were born to my daughter-in-law and son,we 
were very happy.But about three weeks back,she 

quarrelled with my son and went with the children to 
her parents' house at Chandigarh.My son is very upset 

because of the absence of his sons.This is just 
emotional blackmail of my son.Besides,we don't know 
what the next moves of my daughter-in-law might be at 

the instigation of her father.As to dowry,we have 
never demanded or expected any.I consider dowry to be 

a curse and a shame for Indian society.Moreover,if 
dowry were any consideration,we wouldn't have chosen a 

lower-middle class family for this kind of 
relationship when we had proposals from very wealthy 

families.If we were money-minded,we could have easily 
accepted proposals from serving girls.My son's 

father-in-law is also an employee and can't afford to 
part with money.So,dowry charge cannot be sustained 
against us unless the courts are bent upon victimising 
the boy and his family just for being a boy.Shouldn't 

a false accusation of dowry boomrang on the accuser?Is 
there no protection against harassment and blackmail 

for innocent husbands and their families?  
 

My family has become a victim of a mistake made in 
selecting a wrong type of girl for my exellent 

son.Will you advise me if there is a way out of our 
predicament? 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

shabbir ahemad akhai:- 
 

i m suffering 498a and i become confuse ,,i can"t know 
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english proper ,i need help so my cse is tottly by 
plan,, me and my family [8 members ] suffering from 2 
years and oppsite parties are rich and her relative is 
very they me dire conseqence so i need help for to 
live my rest life please your cell is not reachable. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Siddarth:- 
Me and my family is suffering from the similar misuse 
of the law.Although a case against me has not been 

registered but i have always been threatened.My father 
expired just 6 months after my marriage.Even when he 

was alive my family was constantly in trouble by my 
inlaws and wife.As a result of this i cannot support 

my mother and she is not living with me eversince my 
father expired.My wifes relatives one of them a 

sarpanch and another ASI in punjab police have been 
threatning me indirectly.Please advice what to do in 

this matter. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Swathi:- 
sir/ madam 

I am a lecturer in Delhi University. My husband's 
bhabhi and brother are married from last 6years and 8 
months and have 5 1/2 yrs old son. They have been 
staying at different stations in this time span as my 

brother-in law's job is trnsferrable. My bhabhi's 
parents are very interfering. My mother in law on 

other hand is a respectfull senior citizen, retired as 
a govt. school teacher and stayind at her residence in 

Delhi from last 30 years. she's got two storyed flat, 
where we (me and my husband) is staying from last 3 

years. she is extremely helpful and supportive. In a 
recent quarrel between my bhabhi and her husband she 

demanded right in my mom inlaws property. when 
scolded by my brother in law, she took her son to 
karnal and filed a false FIR against her husband, 

motherinlaw and my husband that they beat her and ask 
for dowry. 

Sir we are in great trouble as both my husband and his 
brother are in private jobs and mom in law is a heart 

patient. Her immature and childish behaviour has 
created unecesssary trouble in our happy family.  

Please advice me what to do. bcause both court case 
and settlement through money is not very much 

affordable by us. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Rajeev:-  
My wife left me a year back on pretext of attending a 

relatives marriage to her parents house then she 
refused to come back she took all the valuables and 
even took the keys of locker. Later on she filed false 

complaint against me in Women's Cell and took all her 
possessions like furniture etc. and her parents 

demanded 5 lakh for settlement. When refused they 
threatened to file the case. We took anticipatory bail 
by paying Rs. 1 lakh. Now they filed the complaint in 
other Women Cell and the case is being sent in the 

court under section IPC 498A. The IO asked for 
compromise but her parents demanded 5.5 lakh now. The 

IO suggested that he will final this to 1.5 lakh. But 
our family has decided to contest the case. Please 

suggest what should we do and whether we are doing 
right by deciding to contest the case. 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Ranjit:- 
my wife has filed a dowry case under 498A, 406 

and 2/3 dowry prohitibiton act after 2 months after 
coming to know about the case filed under sec 9 of 

hindu marriage act by me. what should i do 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Kailash:- 
My wife have filed a 498a case against me. I have all 

the necessary proofs required with me. Can i defend my 
case myself without taking any advocate. We have hired 
one advocate but he seems to talk there tune. Does the 
constitution allows an accused to defend his own case 
and charges against him. If yes, pls. guide me for the 

same 
Thanks 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  
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Shashi kiran Rao: 
 

Case is filed, presently fighting for bail, out of 
town like a run away criminal. required immediate support 

 
Shashi kiran Rao 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, August 15, 2005 0 comments  

Wednesday, February 23, 2005

Kamaldeep Singh: 
I, Kamaldeep Singh got married to Manik Deep Kaur, 

daughter of Shri Brij Mohan Katyal, resident of A-2 
B/158 A, Ekta Apartments, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi – 
1100 63. on September 25 - 26, 2004 and left for our 

honeymoon to Singapore from September 28 – October 04, 
2004. But my wife left our house and went to her 

parent’s house on October 27, 2004, barely a month 
after the wedding, without informing anyone and 

refuses to come back and does not want to continue 
with the marriage alleging that our natures are very 
apart, while I am very simple and herself very active 

and fun loving. She tells me that I am of reserved 
nature and does not talk much and does not take her 

out every day. 
 

My wife, earlier also left our house on October 17, 
2004, barely after 22 days of marriage and after much 

persuasion we brought her back on October 19. We kept 
asking her if everything is OK to which she said yes. 

I took her out several times between October 5 – 
October 26, 2004 and the entire family made every 
effort to keep her comfortable and happy. But on 

October 27, 2004, she went to her office and never 
came back leaving all of us shocked. She also took 
some of her clothes and the gold jewellery given to 
her by her parents as well as the jewellery that was 

given to her by us. 
 

All our efforts to talk to the girl and her family to 
solve the problem have failed and have gone in vain. 

The girl’s family has made no effort whatsoever to 
resolve the issue and whenever we tried to talk to 
them, we were abused & humiliated by the girl’s 

parents (Mr. Brij Mohan Katyal and Mrs. Jasbeer Kaur), 
elder sister (Mrs. Jasmine Kaur )and brother-in-law 

(Mr. Raminder Singh). 
 

The girl’s family told us that they don’t want to 
continue any relationship with us and asked us to 

return the items given to us on the wedding. We told 
them that they could take the items back whenever they 

want but requested them to meet and make efforts to 
resolve the issue but they refused to do so. We told 

them to take the items back but also requested them to 
give us an acknowledgement receipt of the same to 

which they bluntly refused. My daughter-in-law’s elder 
sister, Jasmine Kaur came to our house and took back 

few items including a colour television set, girl’s 
clothes, seven bed sheet sets and a dinner set back 

without giving the receipt. On requesting for the 
receipt for the same, she bluntly refused and 

threatened us with dire consequences.  
 
 

A few days later, the girl’s father called up and told 
us that he will be sending someone to collect the 

remaining items – One Double Bed with side tables, One 
Dressing Table, One 5 seater sofa set, One washing 

machine and One refrigerator, and we should hand over 
the items to the person. My father told him that he 

should come and collect the items himself and give us 
the acknowledgement receipt of the same but the girl’s 
father refused to do so and disconnected the phone. 

 
After much persuasion, the family agreed to talk to us 

to chart out the further course of action. My father 
along with a few relatives, (three uncles) went to the 

girl’s house to discuss the things where the girl’s 
parents, her elder sister- Jasmine Kaur and her 

husband Raminder Singh were present. The family told 
them that there are no chances of reconciliation. Mr. 
Raminder Singh, on behalf of the girl’s parents told 

us that the girl will not come back and demanded Rs. 
Six lakh as compensation of their expenditure on the 

wedding. He also threatened us with dire consequences 
if we fail to pay the amount. Mr. Raminder Singh 

threatened us that his father is an advocate and that 
they can lodge any kind of complaint against us 

ensuring that our entire family goes behind the bars. 
 

On February 10, 2005, we also filed a petition in 
Delhi Commission for Women whereby we have requested 

the commission’s intervention to solve this problem 
and to convince my wife to return to our house. We 

have also requested the commission that we want to 
return all the items given to us by the girl’s parents 

on my son’s wedding provided the girl’s family gives 
us an acknowledgement receipt for the same and have 
requested the commission to facilitate the same under 

its supervision.  
 

The commission had fixed February 24, 2005 as the date 
for hearing of our petition. A notice was also sent to 
the girl and her family for their presence but neither 

the girl nor her family attended the hearing. 
Following this, the commission has now fixed March 10 

as the date for the next hearing. 
 
 

Keeping in view the developments till date, we 
apprehend the following – 

 
That the girl, her parents, her elder sister Jasmine 

Kaur along with her husband Raminder Singh may further 
harass us and may file a false cases or complaints 
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against us.  
 

That the girl, her parents, her elder sister Jasmine 
Kaur along with her husband Raminder Singh may try to 

harm me or my family physically. 
 

What do we do ? 
 

Kamaldeep Singh 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Wednesday, February 23, 2005 0 comments  

Monday, February 21, 2005

My elder brother got married on 25th Nov. 1997 at 
delhi, with a girl residing at Sarojini Nagar Delhi. 

After marraige they where living at our present house 
at Sahibabad, UP (NCR). Soon it was discovered, that 

his wife was not normal in behaviour. When it was 
conveyed to her parents, her mother instantly, accused 

of mental torture. Then after all the talks for a 
productive outcome failed. Her mother kept on 

threatning of legal cases for harrasement. On 2nd 
January 2000, my brother separated from the house and 

started living with his wife at Badarpur Delhi. From 
then our family never interacted with that lady and 

her family. My brother use to meet us 1/2 a month, but 
his married life was still in deep mess. His wife use 
to visit her parents at Kolkata, for as long as they 

wished. My brother was left alone to go through the 
hell of life. On Nov. 14th 2004, his wife left house 

with her mother for kolkata. On 14th Feb 2005, she 
came back with her mother and took her jewellary and 

other items in absence of my brother and again left 
for kolkata. My brothers house owner told this matter 

to my brother. My brother filed a police complaint, 
but police didn't make FIR. Based on the complaint my 

brothers lawyer, sent notice to the SP, DSP of Her 
residential area at Kolkata. He also Filed a divorce 
Suit at Tees Hazari. He also posted notice to the 

Police stations at Badar Pur and Sahibabad, informing 
them of the matter and of the divorce suit. In between 

brother tried to talk to his wife, but her mother 
never allowed. She instead told my brother to give her 

divorce. She started saying that our entire family 
tortured her for this entire 7yrs. 

I don't know, if my brother is in proper way or 
something is still left to be taken care for. 

My father is 80yrs. old and is sick for last 10yrs. My 
mother is also very old and sick. I don't know how to 
defend my family, if anything is fabricated against us. 
Please provide me information, and suggest me help. 

 
Kajal Bhattacharya 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Monday, February 21, 2005 0 comments  

Wednesday, January 26, 2005

Rudolph 

My Age old mother was in jail, without any mistake/guilty. she cann`t walk without others help, can you think she will beat someone. 
My 7 month full pregnent sister was jailed,even she was not staying with us, and hardly visit us once in 3/4 months. but policed showed no mercy they draged her to police station. 

My Sister in Law who was staying with us, having 3 months old breast feeding daughter and Law has shown no sympathy Even on that innocent child just because her mother was named in my wifes False IPC - 498a. 
 

There was no Enquiry or investigation, police took everyone, and dumped in jail for no reason. 
just because we found out my wifes Extra marital affair. 

 
My case is going on for last 6 years, but my wife never turnedup once to the court, If she was right why she is not coming to the court. and judge is not ready to drop the case when this is non compoundable. 

 
Do you think this 498a (IPC) is protecting women. 

To protect one women, this law harass and victimise many other women.Even that women is wrong. still Law support her. 
 

Sooner or later this Law will break indian Family system, make more single parents and Bastard childrens.by harassing age old parents and other innocent women 

posted by 498A_Victim @ Wednesday, January 26, 2005 0 comments  

These are Real dowry Law victims Life Stories,Anyone really want 
to help them,they can contact us on "info@misuseof498a.com" 
HELP us to STOP this misuse of dowry Act Law. To Learn more 

please join "SAVEINDIANFAMILY" yahooGroup.
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